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With the Olympics having recently taken place
in London and the World Cup still fresh in
everyone’s mind perhaps the Commonwealth
Games didn’t catch the imagination as much
as the organisers might have hoped. Then again, I’m not from
Glasgow, perhaps the impact was much bigger in Scotland.

B

ut one thing the Commonwealth Games has done is made me think, with the
Home Nations competing separately, as they always do, and the Scottish
referendum now weeks away it’s hard not to wander about the future.
Scottish swimmer Daniel Wallace performed his best ‘Braveheart’ impression and
it is no secret that the SNP is hoping for, even expecting, a surge in Scottish patriotism
following the games. Now is the time that people on both sides of Hadrian’s Wall have
to start facing up to the very real possibility of Scotland going it alone, and soon.
Of course, there have been plenty of very public debates (i.e squabbling) between
the SNP and the Westminster parties, between the Yes campaign and the Better
Together brigade, but interesting and occasionally amusing as the arguments about
the Pound, the oil and the national debt are, none of them are especially facilities
management relevant.
But should the Scots (or at least the Scots in Scotland) vote yes in September, then
1%"/"4&))02/")6"%2$"/*&Ɯ 1&,+0#,/*+6 0&+,1% ,2+1/&"0ǽ ,4*+6/"
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this some serious thought then they might just be in for a very nasty shock in a few
weeks time.
But that’s enough about Scotland, this month’s cover feature is set just about as
far away from there as you can possibly get and still be in Britain. The Port of Dover is
1%"+"/"01+$)&0%-,/11, /+ "+!  ),,(011%" %))"+$"0,#*+$&+$02 %
a busy and specialist site.
,/(-) "4$2&!"201%/,2$%1%"2- ,*&+$)"$&0)1&,+ƛ" 1&+$1%" 0" 1,/Ǿ
we take an in-depth look at the future of lighting and get some thoughts and tips on
how to make the most of networking events.
As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of the magazine, together with
your insight into what’s happening in the FM sector.

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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has hit the headlines in the FM sector.

Networking is an activity that, when things
go well, can be invaluable for anyone in
+620&+"00ǽ214%"+1%&+$0!,+ȉ1Ǿ +-/,3"1,
be just a waste of someone’s limited and valuable
time. With the FM networking scene, particularly in
,+!,+Ǿ,ƞ"+&+3,)3&+$0,*+6,#1%"0*"# "0Ǿ
have things become stale? FMJ hears from inside
and outside the FM sector and considers where
networking might need freshening up a little.
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New product and service launches and
company news from the FM industry.

as just something that they need to have in their
,ƛ& "0ǽ +01"!1%"6+""!1,0(4%1)&$%10*&$%1
be able to do for them.

HEALTHCARE

32

Today’s healthcare facilities contain many
critical environments where building
services play a key role in the wellbeing of
-1&"+10Ǿ01ƛ+!3&0&1,/0ǽ 2/1"ǾƜ1#,/-2/-,0"
measurement instruments are required in most
hospital departments to ensure that all areas are
working correctly. Alan Gilbert, instrument solutions
$"+"/)*+$"/1 Ǿ"5-)&+0*,/"ǽ
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43
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People: Find out who’s moving where in the
facilities management profession.

Career Clinic: Our team of FM experts
answer your questions about the industry.
This month it’s: With the Facilities Show over for
another year, do you feel that these days away from
1%",ƛ& "/"1/2)6-/,!2 1&3"+!"+"Ɯ &)#,/ 0Ǿ
as well as the organisations which employ them?

47

Career Ladder:   %101,,2&0"2/+0Ǿ
facilities manager at Amnesty International
UK about how she’s gone from sonar and torpedo
test engineer to an FM.

 Next Month
In our September edition FMJ takes an exclusive
look behind the scenes at Somerset House,
London’s neoclassical centre for arts and
culture. The Automatic Vending Association
talks us through the future of cashless payment
systems, UPS explains why battery management
is key for the facilities manager and we get views
+!,-&+&,+0#/,*)"!&+$Ɯ$2/"0&+1%"Ɲ,,/&+$
sector. Of course there will also be all the usual
news, round ups and updates from across the
FM industry. So if you have any thoughts or
feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@
kpmmedia.co.uk
AUGUST 2014
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ighty per cent of British workers are not
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 79% of workers said they wouldn’t have the
confidence to fight a small workplace rubbish
bin fire
 95% said they had never been trained in fire
safety
 83% didn’t realise the need for different
extinguishers to fight different types of fires
 16% didn’t know where their nearest fire exit
to their work area is
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 21% admitted posting on social media that
the fire alarm had gone off before vacating the
premises
 1% didn’t know the phone number for the
emergency services
&/"ǽ ,ǽ2(&0 ,+3&+ "!1%11%",+)6461%1
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BIFM launches health &
safety guidance aimed at FMs
The British Institute of Facilities Management
(BIFM), has produced a guidance document
geared towards facilities managers,
highlighting commitment to health & safety
in the workplace.

MAKING THE MOST OF THE
INTROVERTS IN YOUR WORKFORCE
S
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The document sponsored by energy
and facilities management company
GHS, provides a step-by-step look at the
management of health and safety of
contractors which is not covered by the
existing guidance on the Construction
(Design & Management) Regulations 2007.
However the principles can also be applied
by the FM for the selection and management
of any contractor working on site.
The new guide, has been timed to coincide
with the 40th anniversary of the Health &
Safety at Work Act 1974 and Section 3 of
WKH$FWZKLFKVSHFLƜFDOO\UHTXLUHVHPSOR\HUV
to ensure the health and safety, so far as is
reasonably practicable, of not only their own
employees but also that of others on site
who are not employees. This refers to
contractors working on site and it is
therefore essential that FMs have this in
their arsenal of knowledge.
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Research reveals 90% of company
car drivers fake mileage reports
N

&+",21,#1"+ ,*-+6 /!/&3"/0/"
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02 %0),$$&+$1%"&/-/&31"!/&3&+$020&+"00
*&)"0&+,/!"/1, %"11%"&/,00,21,#*,+"6Ǿ
4%&)01,1%"/!/&3"/0/"2+4&11&+$)6!,&+$1%"0*"
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/" ,/!1%"&/!/&3&+$%&10 2/1")6Ǿ)"!&+$1,
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15*+ǽ
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 89% said they had submitted an inaccurate
mileage claim in the past
 63% had added personal miles to their total
for personal gain
 20% said they’d added private miles “by
mistake”
 36% didn’t keep accurate records of the

business and private mileage, so “just made
something up that looked right”
 12% didn’t realise they had to keep personal
and business mileage separate
%&)011%"0"/"02)10*&$%1"0%, (&+$Ǿ"3"+
*,/"4,//6&+$#,/"*-),6"/04"/"0,*",#1%"
'201&Ɯ 1&,+0!/&3"/0-/,3&!"!ǿ
“Everybody does it, nobody in this company has
ever been caught”
“I make the odd mistake on my paperwork, but
I’ve never been asked for receipts”
“Diesel’s so expensive, I think I deserve
something back”
“Victimless crime, isn’t it?”
,4"3"/Ɯ!!)&+$"5-"+0"0&0+ȉ13& 1&*)"00
/&*"Ȕ&1ȉ001")&+$#/,*6,2/"*-),6"/0+! ,2)!
,01',0&+1%"),+$/2+ǽ!!&1&,+))6Ǿ/"-"1&+$
#("!*&)"$"/"12/+0,+++2)15/"#,/*0&0)0,
&))"$)+! ,2)!"+!4&1%2+4+1"! ,+3& 1&,+0
#,/,1%"*-),6"/0+!1%"&/"//+1"*-),6""0ǽ
%&)"&1ȉ0!&ƛ& 2)1#,/ ,*-+&"01,!,+61%&+$
,211%&0Ǿ&1%0""+02$$"01"!1%11%" "+1/)
$,3"/+*"+1 ,2)!!"*+!&+Ȓ /) (,5"01,
(""-+"6",+ ,**"/ &)3"%& )"20"ǽ
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17-19
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www.worldworkplace.ifma.org

NOVEMBER 2014
19-20
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www.emexlondon.com
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13
 4/!0
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www.bifm.org.uk

30 OCTOBER 2014
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NOVEMBER 2014
14
,/(-) """(
www.advanced-workplace.com/
workplace-week

MARCH 2015
3-5
 ,2&)!
5"Ǿ,+!,+
www.ecobuild.co.uk

10-12 MARCH 2014
2&6UDQNHGRQ6XQGD\7LPHVƉ,QWHUQDWLRQDO7UDFN
International total facilities management provider OCS, has ranked in The Sunday Times HSBC
International Track 200 of Britain’s private companies with the biggest growing overseas sales.
Listed as the single largest employer, OCS who provide maintenance, catering, security and
cleaning services on five continents, has witnessed its international sales increase by nearly 20 per
cent over the last two years. The annual Sunday Times HSBC International Track 200 League Table,
now in its 5th year, ranks Britain’s private companies with the fastest growing international sales, over
their latest two years of available accounts.

%")"+&+$%,4ǗǕǖǚ
5"Ǿ,+!,+
www.cleaningshow.co.uk

JUNE 2015
16-18
 &)&1&"0%,4
5"Ǿ,+!,+
www.facilitiesshow.com
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)0-DQG<0)MRLQIRUFHV
IRUQHWZRUNLQJHYHQW
The Facilities Management Journal and the Building Futures Group’s
Young Managers Forum will be coming together to jointly host a
networking event at the end of August.
The fourth monthly Facilities Management and Construction
Association (FMCA) event will be held at the Kia Oval cricket ground on
Thursday 28th of this month from 4pm until 7pm.
This is a chance to meet the future stars of facilities management.
Three finalists for the Building Futures Group Young Manager of
the Year Award 2014 will be giving talks on themselves and their
experiences of the facilities management sector.

:HELQDUUHYHDOVSRRUVWDWH
RIVXSSOLHULQIRUPDWLRQ
PDQDJHPHQWLQWKH)0VHFWRU



Andrew Hulbert, chairman of the YMF, said:
“The Young Managers Forum is delighted to announce our next event
which will showcase the best young talent the FM industry has to offer.
The judges have chosen their finalists for the Building Futures Group
Young Manager of the Year Award 2014 and we are delighted to have
three of them present their FM journeys. Each will take us through
their personal journey in FM from how they got in to the profession
right through to where they see their careers taking them in the future.
Be inspired by the talent on show and come away excited by what
the future of FM has to offer. The night will include food and drinks
courtesy of event host and sponsor FMJ Magazine in what promises to
be a memorable evening in a world renowned setting.”

,/"$&01"/#,/1%""3"+13&0&1%11-ǿȡȡ&1ǽ)6ȡǖ0#Ǜ)ǘ

THEFT IN THE CONSTRUCTION
SECTOR IS COSTING MILLIONS
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Forty-three per cent of the webinar
attendees reported that incomplete
information was their greatest challenge
when it comes to managing supplier
information, while 29 per cent said
getting information from suppliers in
1%"Ɯ/01-) "40+&002"ǽ"/&#6&+$
supplier information was a challenge
for 14 per cent of the webinar audience
and accessing and extracting supplier
&+#,/*1&,++&002"#,/ǖǘ-"/ "+1ǽ
But the FM professionals taking part
in the poll recognised that they need
to take a more strategic approach to
*+$&+$02--)&"/&+#,/*1&,+ǽ)*,01
60 per cent plan to invest in improving
supplier information management
processes and systems over the next 18
*,+1%0ǽ
The audience polls were part of the
40-minute webinar hosted, and chaired
by Cathy Hayward, deputy chair of
1%" ,+!,+/"$&,+ǽ 1#"12/"!
three experts in facilities management:
&("!*2+!0Ǿ %&"#1" %+& ),ƛ& "/
at Trade Interchange was joined by
two representatives from the world’s
largest services provider, Sodexo;
Nick Thompson, divisional managing
director, technical services division
at Sodexo UK & Ireland and Claire

Ballantine, director, infrastructure,
processes and tools, global supply
%&+ǽ& %/!611Ǿ ,+02)1+11
/"0"/ %$"+ 6$"+100, &1"0Ǿ
which carried out research into how
the FM sector manages supplier
information, also shared the results of
the recent research in this area during
1%"4"&+/ǽ
The group discussed the challenges
that drive organisations to want to
manage their supplier information more
"ƛ" 1&3")6Ǿ02 %0/&0(1,/+!Ǿ) (
of visibility, the risk of information silos
+!1%"0%""/!*&+&01/1&3"2/!"+ǽ
Claire Ballantine discussed how Sodexo
has responded to these challenges by
implementing a supplier information
management system and how it had
"+"Ɯ1"!1%"20&+"006-/,3&!&+$
one version of the truth – a central
repository – and full visibility of supplier
"+$$"*"+1ǽ
The results from the audience poll
broadly mirror those revealed in
Magenta’s research report based on
interviews with the top 20 FM service
-/,3&!"/0ǽ 1/"3")"!1%11%"1,-
three challenges faced by FM service
providers when it comes to managing
supplier information are: incomplete
information (cited by 82 per cent) outof-date information (59 per cent) and
getting information from suppliers (53
-"/ "+1Ȝǽ$&+Ǿ4%"+0("!ǾǞǘ-"/
cent of the top 20 FM service providers
plan to invest in improving supplier
information management processes
+!0601"*0ǽ
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Register Now
www.healthcare-estates.com
• Book before 8 September 2014 to take advantage of
the Early Bird delegate rate. Conference programme
available now

Healthcare Estates is a unique event that
consists of the prestigious IHEEM Annual
Conference, Awards Dinner and the UK’s
largest trade exhibition for the sector.
In healthcare, the built environment is constantly
evolving. As such, the standards that we are setting for
patient care are rising too. Quality transcends policies
and procedures. It is not just a measure of what we do,
but of patient satisfaction and comfort. Though we
can’t always deﬁne quality, we know it when we see it.
Let's look for it together - and be the best we can be.

• Meet over 190 exhibitors and source the latest
information for products and services - complimentry
entry to the exhibition
• Visit the website to ﬁnd out about our
VIP programme - a selection of on-site
beneﬁts for all NHS staff and partners
• 20% discount on all Virgin Trains between London to
Manchester for those travelling to Healthcare Estates
Call us on 01892 518877 or email healthcare@stepex.com

#HCEstates14

...and a Destination

7-8 October 2014. Manchester Central
EVENT SPONSORS

EVENT PARTNER

SUPPORTERS

PRINCIPAL MEDIA PARTNER
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

MITIE TAKES OFF
WITH HEATHROW
CONTRACT
Mitie has been awarded a threeyear maintenance and repairs
contract worth £15 million with
Heathrow Airport.
The deal will see Mitie deliver
*" %+& )+!")" 1/& )*&+1"++ "+!/"-&/01, "1%/,41"/*&+)0ǘǾǙ+!ǚǾ
4%& % ,*&+"!0"",3"/ǚǞ*&))&,+-00"+$"/0-001%/,2$%" %6"/ǽ&1&"4&)))0,
be responsible for providing mechanical and electrical maintenance services, including
trackside works, to Heathrow Express as part of the agreement.
The outsourcer has been providing a range of facilities management services to Heathrow
&/-,/1ȉ0+,+Ȓ1"/*&+)2&)!&+$00&+ "ǗǕǖǕǾ&+ )2!&+$ )"+&+$Ǿ/,,Ɯ+$ǾƜ/"-/,1" 1&,+Ǿ
and pest control and recently won a contract to provide hold baggage screening (HBS) and
&**&$/1&,+-/"0"+11&,+0"/3& "01 "1%/,41"/*&+)0ǖǾǗǾǘ+!Ǚǽ

NVIRO EXTENDS ITS STAY ON THE ISLE OF WIGHT
Contract cleaning and FM specialist
Nviro, has retained its contract to
clean for the Isle of Wight Council for a
further three years, in a deal worth in
excess of £200,000 per annum.
The new contract, which has an
option to continue for a further
two years, will see Nviro providing
daily cleaning services at a variety
of locations including museums, a
/"*1,/&2*Ǿ,ƛ& "0Ǿ6,21% "+1/"0Ǿ
)&//&"0ǾƜ/"011&,+0+!1,2/&0111/ 1&,+0ǽ%&0&+ )2!"0&+,02/ 0)"Ǿ/&1&+ȉ0Ɯ/01
purpose-built dinosaur attraction.

AXIS IS A MATCH FOR SUNDERLAND AFC
Axis Security has been awarded the manned guarding contract for Sunderland AFC,
providing security support for the prestigious Stadium of Light and its world-class
training facility, the Academy of Light.
The contract was awarded following a competitive tender where Axis Security was
able to demonstrate an ability to create a bespoke service to meet Sunderland AFC’s
precise requirements.
5&0" 2/&16&0*+$&+$1"*,#ǖǕ0" 2/&16,ƛ& "/00" 2/&+$1%"ǙǞǾǕǕǕ))Ȓ0"1"/
stadium and its satellite training facility which is a state-of-the-art training base for the
club’s professional
players as well as their
Academy counterparts
aged from eight to 18.
%",ƛ& "/0ȉ*&+
responsibilities
include control of the
entrance and exits,
CCTV monitoring,
regular site patrols,
and responsibility for
1%"Ɯ/")/* ,+1/,)
panel and response.
%"6)0,#2)Ɯ))1%"
reception duties at the
01!&2*Ǿ*""1&+$+!$/""1&+$ ,/-,/1"3&0&1,/0Ǿ*+$"/0+! )201ƛǾ*"+&+$
that excellent presentation and customer service is vital.
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Chemical company, BASF has selected ISS to provide
integrated facilities services in five countries across
Europe from last month. Under the agreement ISS
is taking over responsibility for onsite facilities
management, building maintenance, mailroom,
cleaning, landscaping and related services. The overall
portfolio consists of 56 sites across Spain, France,
Portugal, Belgium and the Netherlands.
Shepherd FM has been awarded a deal to deliver
mechanical and electrical maintenance to more than
70 TNT Express sites in the UK as well as its head office
in the Midlands.
Shepherd FM’s partnership with TNT Express, which
commenced on 6 July, sees the business delivering
a tailored ‘hub and spoke’ solution, combining both
resident and mobile engineering teams, across TNT’s
vast network of business-to-business express delivery
companies.
Bilfinger Europa Facility Management has been
appointed by Merton Council to deliver mechanical
and electrical services over a three-year period.
The new contract, will see Bilfinger Europa service
buildings situated across 82 sites in the south-west
London borough, including the civic offices, libraries,
parks, recreation buildings and community centres.
Sodexo has scooped a five-year contract with City
University London, worth £2 million a year.
Under the terms of the deal, Sodexo will provide
catering and hospitality services at the university’s
Northampton Square site, which serves a population of
more than 14,000 students and staff.
Sodexo will operate eight catering outlets including
the main restaurant as well as on trend casual dining
options such as street food.
Axis Cleaning and Support Services, part of Axis
Group, has been chosen by Charlton Athletic FC to help
to ensure the club’s grounds and stadium are clean and
welcoming for fans and visitors throughout the 2014/15
season. The partnership will begin in August, with a
pre-season clean of the Valley Stadium, in time for the
mid-August start of the season.
Servest has won a contract to provide cleaning and
associated services to King’s College London’s entire
estate from 1 September 2014.
The college has four campuses along the Thames
(Strand to the north of the river; Guy’s, St Thomas’
and Waterloo to the south) as well as a campus at
Denmark Hill in south London. The combined total is
411,004 m2 gross.
Broadgate Estates has been appointed by Berkeley to
provide pre-management and management services
at the developer’s “City Forum” scheme in Islington,
North London. The development incorporates almost
1,000 residential units across four blocks ranging
from seven to nine stories and two towers of 42 and 36
stories, along with 1.4 acres of public open space.
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LEGISLATION

DUCTWORK AND TR/19 –
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
Gary Nicholls, MD of Swiftclean Building Services and also a member of both the BSRIA BG49/2013
Technical Steering Group and the Building and Engineering Services Association (B&ES) Steering
Committee responsible for TR/19, explains why the changes to TR/19 mean a brighter and cleaner
future for ductwork

I

n July 2014, the new TR/19
(Second Edition 2013) guidance
document: Internal Cleanliness
of Ventilation Systems, from the
BE&S was published. This was
1%"Ɯ+)01"-,#1%"0".2"+ ",#
events needed to bring guidance
from both the B&ES and BSRIA in
line with BSEN:15780, which was
Ɯ/01&+1/,!2 "!&+,3"*"/ǗǕǖǖǽ
While BSEN:15780 has been in
existence for two and a half years
now, it hasn’t yet become widely
known, so both BSRIA and the B&ES
%3"2+!"/1("+/"!/ƞ0,#1%"&/
own guidance documents in order
to align their recommendations
with those of BSEN:15780. BSRIA
achieved this last year with the
publication of its new BG49/2013
Commissioning of Air Systems
$2&!+ "!, 2*"+1+!1%"Ɯ+)
stage was accomplished July 2014
with the issuing of the latest edition
of TR/19 by B&ES.
,/0,*"6"/0ǾȡǖǞ%0""+
widely accepted as the leading
industry guidance for the hygiene
maintenance of ventilation ductwork,
0,&140"00"+1&)1%1&1!&!+,1,ƛ"/
guidance that was at odds with this
new British and European Standard
BSEN:15780. This was especially
desirable as the latter provides a new
and very practical framework which
the B&ES was keen to embrace; and
which will help us as an industry to
improve the design, installation and
hygiene maintenance of ventilation
systems as a whole.
%"-/,3&0&,+0,#ȡǖǞ" ,+!
!&1&,++!)0, ǙǞȡǗǕǖǘ/"
now in line with BSEN:15780, which
governs general ventilation ductwork
for supply and extraction. This has

helped us to move away from the ‘one
0&7"Ɯ10))ȉ--/, %#,/!2 14,/(
installation cleanliness and hygiene
maintenance by introducing the very
0"+0&)" )00&Ɯ 1&,+,#3"+1&)1&,+
systems according to their purpose.
All ventilation systems must
+,4" )00&Ɯ"!0%&$%Ǿ*"!&2*
or low in terms of their required
)"+)&+"00.2)&16 )00&Ɯ 1&,+ǽ
Within many larger buildings, in
4%& %0-" &Ɯ /"0%3".2&1"4&!")6
!&ƛ"/&+$#2+ 1&,+0Ǿ1%"/"4&))"
3/&"16,# )00&Ɯ 1&,+04%& %4&))
require each system to be designed
and maintained according to its
purpose. In a hospital, for example,
laboratories, operating theatres and
intensive care units will probably be
rated as high, while the wards and
kitchens may be classed as medium
and the boiler room or laundry as low.
Similarly, in a hotel, the bedrooms will
11/ 1!&ƛ"/"+1 )00&Ɯ 1&,+1,1%"
kitchens or spa facilities.
,012&)!&+$04&))%3"!&ƛ"/"+1
/"04%& %4&))11/ 1!&ƛ"/"+1
!2 14,/( )00&Ɯ 1&,+0ǽ ,4"3"/Ǿ
what they will all have in common
from now on is that each will have
to pass a test for the required level
of cleanliness at the start of their
lifecycle prior to commissioning; and
will need to be regularly tested and
cleaned as appropriate, in compliance
with legal requirements, to that
standard periodically, depending
on their use. This is an excellent
development as it should mean that
more consideration will be given to
ductwork system design, to ensure
that it can be inspected and cleaned
with greater ease than some past
systems.
A healthy ventilation system is one

of the best ways to create a healthy
indoor atmosphere in any building.
Unsurprisingly, the best way to
achieve this is to start with a clean,
well designed and maintainable
ductwork system from the outset.
We say unsurprisingly, but the real
02/-/&0"&0-"/%-0%,4,ƞ"+1%&0
hasn’t been the case in the past. All
1,,,ƞ"+Ǿ,2/1" %+& &+0%3"#,2+!
clear indications that the system
was not properly cleaned before
commissioning; rather it was handed
over with construction debris and
dust in the system before it began the
task of refreshing the air within the
property. Essentially systems were
regularly handed over with rather too
many miles on their hygiene clock.
+!"/1%"+"4ȡǖǞǾ1"010#,/
system cleanliness are now required
to ensure that each system is at
the required cleanliness for its
)00&Ɯ 1&,+-/&,/1, ,**&00&,+&+$ǽ
This will help to ensure that each
!2 14,/(0601"*&0 )"++!Ɯ1#,/
purpose from the start.
3&+$+"4 )00&Ɯ 1&,+0,#%&$%Ǿ
medium and low systems might
sound as though keeping them
clean is now a highly complicated
matter. In fact, it has become more
clear-cut and much simpler to know
4%1&0/".2&/"!ǽȡǖǞ+,4&+ )2!"0
some really clear quick guide tables
within the appendixes which indicate
"5 1)6%,4,ƞ"+" % )00&Ɯ 1&,+
of ductwork should be tested and at
what point they should be cleaned
and the standard to which they
should be cleaned in order to comply
4&1%)"$&0)1&,+#,)),4&+$1%"ȡǖǞ
guidelines.
Expert knowledge and skill will
still be required to conduct the

testing and cleaning, but these
guidelines can now inform the design,
the installation and the on-going
hygiene maintenance of each system.
+,4&+$%,4,ƞ"+&1+""!01,"
inspected will remind the system
designer to include inspection doors
at recommended intervals. The
installer will also understand more
clearly the condition in which the
system should be handed over, so
&10%,2)!"02&1)6+!3"/&Ɯ)6
)"++!"ƛ& &"+1#/,*1%"01/1ǽ%&0
could even help to reduce running
costs in future, as a clean system is
always more economical to run.
Equally, for the Responsible Person
for the building, the guesswork about
%,4,ƞ"+3"+1&)1&,+!2 14,/(
should be inspected and cleaned has
now been eliminated. This will make
it easier for the facilities manager,
through a PPM inspection and testing
program to ensure that guidelines
are followed and that compliance
is achieved. It will also mean that
compliance with BSEN:15780,
 ǙǞȡǗǕǖǘ+!ȡǖǞ +))"
achieved with one maintenance
programme as all three sets of
guidance now agree.
0&+$1%"1)"0-/,3&!"!6ȡǖǞǾ
the facilities manager will have really
clear cut guidance as to how to
maintain each individual ventilation
system and therefore ensure that the
building as a whole it both compliant
and more healthy as a result. As
failure to achieve compliance can, in
the event of a major incident, have
serious legal consequences, including
prosecution and even imprisonment,
/&+$&+$ȡǖǞ&+1,)&+"4&1%
ǿǖǚǜǝǕ+! ǙǞȡǗǕǖǘ&0$,,!
news for everyone.
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COMMENT

FM AND CORPORATE REAL ESTATE
Anyone looking back at the industry reports from Zurich Insurance, JLL and IFMA into
the facilities sector and its main customer, corporate real estate, might be struck that they
all say similar things. But we should not be depressed by this or react cynically – we need
to play a part in taking CRE & FM forward to do what each document says – demonstrate
the strategic value that FM provides to CRE and then initiate the step change required.
Says Martin Ward, director at iSite

Z

urich, JLL or IFMA and CBRE all
highlight that one way to ensure
that FM and CRE does not continue
as a stale, zero cost oriented
business model is to ensure that
all of the stakeholders recognise
the strategic value each can offer.
Zurich Insurance argues that CRE
is at a crossroads. There are huge
and growing expectations within
the CRE environment in terms of
the performance of assets and the
effectiveness of workplaces and if
this pressure falls squarely onto the
shoulders of the service providers.
Consequently, FM has to face up to
the fact that if it is to develop further
as a sector – and that can be defined
as being achieved via innovation,
invention or improvement –
then it has to find a method of
demonstrating clearly the strategic
value it provides to its estates and
asset management customers.
Collaboration is one of the key
themes championed within the
JLL report in 2013 and is central to
any meaningful change occurring.
But it requires the involvement of
everyone in the supply chain. It is not
just a recommendation for service
providers. But it is only the IFMA
report that really points to a clear
way of doing this and their solution
is the wider and more intelligent use
of technology.
By this they do not just mean
buying in even more proprietary
systems. Instead what is needed
are more systems focused upon the
management, control, interchange
and alignment of disparate data. In
short, FMs (with the support of their
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own suppliers) need to provide their
CRE customers with more knowledge
of what is going on in and around
their asset portfolio. This is where the
collaboration comes in – because,
whilst all the stakeholders have a
role to play, the onus is upon the
facilities service providers to step up
and wholly embrace a collaborative
method of working. JLL argue that
whilst outsourcing is a positive and in
many cases sophisticated trend that is
unlikely to be reversed any time soon,
the varied routes towards outsourcing
mean that few outsourcing scenarios
are working in partnership.
Facilities teams must therefore
work as partners with their customers
and their respective teams – there
must be a mutual sharing of ideas,
data: in short an open and honest
way of working that goes beyond
the lip service of tender documents
+!-/".2)&Ɯ 1&,+,51& (&+$ǽ%"
result of this joined up thinking, or an
integrated team working method, is
more control for the intelligent client.
But this cannot be achieved simply
by the eager overtures of the facilities
team. They need to be met half way
– the client, the CRE in-house teams
have to proactively partner with the
procurement teams and in turn align
themselves with the service providers.
This gives the client in-house team
back the control of the supply chain
so many have lost. This provides
CRE with a major opportunity to be a
collaborative agent for change. What’s
more the chance is there to regain
),01&+Ɲ2"+ "+!1(" ,+1/,),#1%"
workplace transformation process
that so many estates and property

directors are struggling to come to
terms with. We have seen the proof of
this in partnership with Nationwide
who have total control and as a result
their asset management has become
#/*,/""ƛ& &"+1ǽ
But knowledge can be a dangerous
thing – the real answer lies in
translating knowledge into business
intelligence. Zurich Insurance focus
on a key question: what intelligence
is required by the CRE & FM function
now that outsourcing has become so
0,-%&01& 1"!Ȅ" 20"Ǿƞ"/))Ǿ&1&0
gaining that intelligence that will give
the client the control it needs.
So, how do we do this? Well, as a
function CRE & FM teams need to
stop, collaborate and listen. They
need to share the knowledge each
acquires via the various systems
of measurement each stakeholder
has, because it is the technology
underlying services provided that
*"02/"01%"&/"ƛ" 1&3"+"00+!
holds the answer. What’s more
the answer lies in systems focused
upon the management, control,
interchange and alignment of
disparate data.
Currently, the technology available
holds the data, but the knowledge
4&1%&+&1,+)6,ƛ"/0Ȕ#,/1%"1&*"
being at least – a glimpse of the
intelligence required to provide the
control necessary for the step change
CRE & FM must make. But technology
is just a business tool.
Yes it is important, but we have
to use it the right way. Too many
facilities service providers are in thrall
to systems that measure and monitor.
What the sector must do is create

the right metrics – as highlighted
by IFMA and CBRE earlier this year.
Ideally, FM metrics need to be aligned
with other shared service measures.
+"ƛ" 1Ǿ1%"+04"/&01, /"1"
building intelligence platform that
holds the entire content of one’s
asset or property knowledge – for
"5*-)"Ǿ1&,+4&!" ++,40""
everything from lease details to
4,/(-) ""ƛ" 1&3"+"00&+#,/*1&,+Ǿ
energy management and service level
agreements and performance data.
Creating this platform, or establishing
one view of the truth like we have
within The Hub model, will provide
directors of estates access to the
most relevant metrics, giving them
the knowledge, the intelligence and
therefore the control lacking at
the moment.
In short it will – if it is managed
right – provide the CRE in-house
teams with a holistic view of what is
occurring within their portfolio. What
is more, when the right technology is
applied, this overview will provide a
simple and easy to understand insight
that delivers the knowledge, trends,
anomalies and analysis without
relying on human intelligence. Thus
it allows for faster decision making,
but also room for longer term
1%&+(&+$+!)"00,#Ɯ51&,+,+
short term cost.
But for this to happen FM and IT
%3"1, ,)),/1"ǽ%1&01%"Ɯ/01
step. If CRE & FM teams recognise that
technology is the business tool that
can add the value they require, then
&1 +" ,*"1%"5Ȓ# 1,/-,&+1&+$
to the right path at the crossroads
outlined by Zurich.
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KPI SURVEY

A regional view of maintenance management
In a second look at regional variation in facilities management processes the FM Index KPI Survey, compiled
by FMJ and Causeway, takes a look at planned maintenance and mobile workforce communications

I

n the last issue of FMJ we focused on
regional variation within help desk
management. In this issue we consider the
management of maintenance.

Fig.1 Methods used for managing PPM
90

80

As before, responses from organisations
4&1%%"!,ƛ& "0&++$)+!/"/,("+!,4+
into regions, whereas the lower number of
responses from Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland means we have treated these as
single entities. There is also an ‘Overseas/
other category. Also, we have excluded
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more pressing reactive work, we also asked
what proportion of PPM jobs are actioned,
and looked in particular at those actioning
more than 75% of their PPM jobs. The average
Ɯ$2/" /,00))/"0-,+!"+1040ǙǝʢǾ)&11)"
down on last year’s 52%. Again there was
considerable regional variation across the
0*-)"+!1%"0"Ɯ$2/"0/")0,0%,4+&+
Figure 2.
In many organisations much of the
maintenance work is carried out by a mobile

0

Many of these respondents use some form of mobile
communication such as voice or text messages
using mobile phones.”

Manual/paper
In-house soware/spreadsheets
Specialist asset management soware

Fig.2 Maintenance workload and % PPM jobs actioned
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Fig.3 Managing mobile workforces
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80

90

answers from FM service providers as they
1"+!1,%3"+1&,+) ,3"/$"4%& %&0,ƞ"+
2+/")1"!1,1%"&/%"!,ƛ& "), 1&,+ǽ
We started by asking FMs how they manage
their planned preventative maintenance
(PPM) with the choices being manual/
paper methods, in-house systems (typically
spreadsheets) and proprietary asset
*+$"*"+10,ƞ4/"ǽ
The use of manual/paper methods was
%&$%"01&+,/1%"/+ /")+!țǝǛʢȜ4%&)"1%"
lowest for this management method was
in the Overseas/other category (just 6%).
Interestingly, this latter category also had the
highest percentage usage of specialist asset
*+$"*"+10,ƞ4/"Ȁ1%"),4"0120"40
Northern Ireland. These results are shown in
more detail across all regions in Figure 1.
We were also interested in the balance
between reactive and planned maintenance.
Looking at those respondents where more
than 50% of the maintenance workload was
-)++"!Ǿ1%"0"Ɯ$2/"0/+$"#/,*ǛǕʢ1,ǞǕʢ
with the average for all respondents being
60%. See Figure 2 for a regional breakdown of
this variation.
0',0/",ƞ"+!")6"!" 20",#

workforce so we looked at a number of
metrics relating to this area. Across the entire
sample 63% of respondents operate a mobile
4,/(#,/ "Ȁ/"$&,+))61%&0/+$"0#/,*ǖǙʢ
1,ǝǞʢǽ+6,#1%"0"/"0-,+!"+1020"0,*"
form of mobile communication such as voice
or text messages using mobile phones, or
third-party solutions using mobile versions of
00"1*+$"*"+10,ƞ4/"ǽ

“In the years that we have been
carrying out the survey there has
""+0&$+&Ɯ +1&+ /"0"&+
the use of sophisticated mobile
communication methods to improve
1%""ƛ& &"+ 6,#',)), 1&,++!
*,+&1,/&+$,#',-/,$/"00ǽȋ
James Atkinson
%&"#-"/1&+$ƛ& "/ǾCauseway
In the latter cases there may be a level of
automation within the system and there are
also opportunities to link with telematics GPS
1/ (&+$0601"*0#,/*,/""ƛ& &"+10 %"!2)&+$
of technicians. The regional variation in these
parameters is shown in Figure 3.

In the next issue of FMJ we will consider areas of property
management, such as lease information and rent reviews.
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FAST FACTS

Fleet PDQDJHPHQW
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
In this edition of FAST Facts, Neil BirkbeckGLUHFWRURIƜHHWSURFXUHPHQW
H[SHUWV&RPSDUHP\ƜHHWFRPH[SODLQVKRZWRJHWWKHEHVWYDOXHZKHQ
SURFXULQJ\RXUFRPSDQ\ƉVƜHHWRIYHKLFOHV
WHY IS FLEET MANAGEMENT
IMPORTANT?
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HOW SHOULD I PAY FOR MY
COMPANY FLEET?
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I’VE DECIDED TO LEASE MY FLEET,
HOW DO I CHOOSE A CONTRACT
HIRE COMPANY?

WHAT TYPE OF VEHICLES SHOULD
I CHOOSE?
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TO MAINTAIN OR NOT TO MAINTAIN?
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WHAT ELSE SHOULD I BE AWARE OF?
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PORT OF DOVER

Cruise control
Every August millions of Britons pack their bags and head
south to sunnier shores. Huge numbers of them set out
from the Port of Dover, the busiest port in the country.
16 million travellers cross the channel in lorries, cars and
coaches every year. FMJ took a trip down to the south
FRDVWWRƜQGRXWPRUHDERXWWKHFKDOOHQJHVIDFLQJWKH
facilities management team in this hectic environment

N

estled snug against the famous
4%&1" )&ƛ0Ǿ4&1%,3"/01)"+!
1&,+)/201-/(,1%41 %&+$#/,*
,3"/%"!1%",/1%0 "/1&+)6-& ("!
3"/6-& 12/"0.2"0&1"1, ))%,*"ǽ%&0&0
1%"0-,14%"/"1%,20+!0,#-",-)"%3"
43"!%")),+!$,,!6"1,+$)+!Ǿ
*,01#*,20)61%"0,)!&"/0&+14,,/)!
/0ǽ
But Dover’s history is far older than
that. The Commentaries of Julius Caesar
mention the “Haven between the Hills” and
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evidence that the Romans used the port
exists today in the form of the “Pharos”, or
)&$%1%,20"Ǿ,+1%" )&ƛ0,+1%""010&!",#
the town.
King James I gave Dover Harbour Board
its Royal Charter in 1606 but it wasn’t
2+1&)ǖǞǚǘ1%1,3"/ȉ0Ɯ/0114,!/&3"Ȓ,+
!/&3"Ȓ,ƛ#"//6"/1%04"/",-"+"!11%"
Eastern Docks. Until then cars and even
, %"0%!""+ /+"!,++!,ƛ#"//&"0ǽ
+1%"Ɯ/016"/&140+1& &-1"!1%1
Dover would handle about 10,000 vehicles

per year. In fact 10 times that amount
materialised and Dover has never looked
back.

LAYOUT
The Port of Dover is actually split into two
parts, the Eastern Docks and the Western
Docks, which lie roughly a mile apart,
separated by a stretch of open beach. To
give you an idea of the scope of the site,
there are over 14 miles of road lying within
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the Port’s perimeter, and that doesn’t
include the car parking spaces.
That’s worth noting because if the Port
resembles anything, it is a massive car park.
Think of a hundred or more supermarket
car parks laid end on end and you’d still be
way out.
But the biggest news at Dover at the
moment is the renovation, or revival, of the
Western Docks. Permission was granted
in 2012 for the Port to begin over £100
million worth of work that will see the
cargo terminal moved from the Eastern to
the Western Docks. The berths will be made
much bigger as the increase in ship size is
well on the way to rendering the existing
structures inadequate. Use is going to be
found for the disused hover port and the
community marina is set to double in size.
All of this will preserve the Port and 140
existing jobs. In fact it is hoped that there
might be as many as 600 new jobs created.
The work will regenerate not just the
,/1Ǿ1%"/"4&))"!,*&+,ƛ" 1#,/1%"
town itself and the hope is the work will
encourage more investment in Dover.
As the project is still in the very early
stages the team at Dover isn’t yet sure how
1%" 0&!"4&))"ƛ" 1"!61%"/"3&3)ǽ
There will however be new opportunities
0/"02)1,#1%"+"4,ƛ& "0+!-/"*&0"0ǽ

THE FM SIDE
Which is not to say that there isn’t a
whole lot that needs doing already.
Back in April 2009 International Total
Facilities Management provider OCS
became responsible for providing
AUGUST 2014
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integrated landside operations to three
ferry companies. These services included,
but were not limited to: mooring, let go
functions, dealing with unaccompanied
freight and tread shipments.
OCS’s role has expanded to
the point where it is now
responsible for virtually
1%""+1&/"0,ƞ0"/3& "0
operation at the
port, where it has
been rebranded
as the “Port
Services
Team.” Across
the two docks
OCS employs
a little over
100 full time
personnel plus
management.
These 100 or so
-",-)"#2)Ɯ)02 %
diverse roles as cleaning
for the cruise terminals,
through to mooring and gangway
services for behemoth cruise liners.
Such an extensive operation obviously
presents plenty of challenges, and plenty
of opportunities of course. OCS has clearly
sought to become fully integrated into the

port, and day to day operations. Core parts
of the clients business have been taken on
6ǽ +*+646001ƛ#/,*,1%0&!"0
have become indistinguishable from those
of the port itself and this has
helped foster a sense of
community.
“It is very
important
to us
that
when

Regardless of size,
ƛUPVWKHVL]HRI2&6DQG
RQHPDQEDQGVWKH\DUHDOO
SDUWRIWKH3RUWRI'RYHU
&RPPXQLW\”
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customers
arrive and
see someone in
a high vis jacket they
!,+ȉ1(+,4&#1%"6/"01ƛǾ
-,/101ƛ,/+6,+"")0"ȉ0Ǿȋ"5-)&+0/%
Poile, assistant contracts manager at Dover
Harbour Board when FMJ visits. “We just
want them to see a member of one team.

We call it the Port of Dover Community.”
That community really is extensive, and
all inclusive. “Everyone involved has to
come on that journey with us.” Continues
,&)"ǾȊ/"$/!)"00,#0&7"ǾƜ/*01%"0&7",#
OCS and one man bands, they are all part of
the Port of Dover Community.
“When people go abroad, everything from
their arrival here to their arrival in Calais is
part of the ferry experience. Both ports, the
crossing in between, we consider everyone
involved in that entire process our partners
and part of the Community.”

CHALLENGES
,4%1"5 1)6/"1%"*,01!&ƛ& 2)1
challenges this tight knit group face when
they get up and come to work? Over the
course of the visit FMJ spoke to Mark
Chambers, area director for OCS Aviation
and Gateways, as well as Sharon Smith
and Jason Usher, contract managers.
,*"1%&+$1%140*"+1&,+"!,ƞ"+40
)"+&+$ǽ-" &Ɯ ))61%"11)"1,(""-
such a large, and busy area clean.
Thousands upon thousands of trucks
and cars park up in the port, waiting to
embark on their crossing. When they’ve
))!/&3"+,ƛǾ%*"/0"5-)&+0Ǿ1%"6
invariably leave behind carnage in the form
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of sandwich wrappers, crisp packets, drinks
bottles and other litter. “Interestingly the
truck drivers are always cleaner than the
families.” Chambers chuckles. “I think it’s
because they have got everything down to
Ɯ+"/1ǽ%"64+11,0-"+!0)&11)"1&*"
as possible waiting in the port and they eat
once they are on board the boat.”
Even if every single person who came
through the port was as cleanliness
obsessed as Monica from Friends, there
would still be plenty to do for the road
sweepers and litter pickers who work at
Dover. Especially during the peak travel
1&*"0,#02**"/+!01"/Ǿ+!ƞ"/
the coach interchange. This is where up
to 50 coaches travel to Dover from all
-/10,#/&1&+Ǿ-/(2-Ǿ+!1%"+0%2ƛ)"
passengers from one bus to another
depending on where in Europe they are
headed. The result, for the cleaners at least,
can be utter carnage.
To deal with these demands OCS runs
an output spec contract. Everyone on
site understands that at times it may be
necessary to move resources from one area
to another that requires a “gold service,”
1%&0"ƛ" 1&3")6*"+0-00"+$"/+!-2)& 
areas.
ƞ"/ )"+&+$Ǿ1%"&002""3"/6,+"
mentions is weather.

PORT OF DOVER

Winter is diplomatically described as
“challenging.” Storms or snow can cause
$/"1!&ƛ& 2)1&"0&+1"/*0,# )"+2-Ǿ1/ƛ& 
Ɲ,4+!0#"16ǽ"3"/1%")"00,3"/$,1
through the recent St. Jude’s Storm without
a single complaint, an achievement of
which the team is plainly proud.
But one of the most interesting functions
carried out by OCS here, and one that
shows them going far above and beyond
traditional FM, is mooring. On the day FMJ
visits the sun is blaring down and the idea
of being paid to help moor and tie up the
visiting cruise ships seems ideal, but we
are repeatedly assured that “in February, at
Ǘ*Ǿ&+1%"/&+Ǿ&1ȉ0!&ƛ"/"+1',"+1&/")6ǽȋ
What happens is that these massive
(and they are massive) boats reverse (yes
reverse) into the port. Watching the pilot
manoeuvre it home really puts parking
in town into perspective. And then OCS
01ƛ/20%#,/4/!+! 1 %1%"*,,/&+$
lines from the boat before tying it up. It
may not be the most technical job, but
the responsibility is enormous. The fact
that recently the port went 14 months
without an accident in what is apparently
the second most dangerous occupation in
Britain speaks volumes.
%"01ƛ12/+,3"//1"&0)0,&+ /"!&)6
low, this is despite those February nights,
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1($5(67(1*/,6+325772)5$1&(
0,/(6$&52667+(&+$11(/
)250('%<52<$/&+$57(5,1%<.,1*-$0(6,
35,9$7(32/,&()25&(
:25/'Ɖ6%86,(673$66(1*(53257
0,//,2175$9(/(563(5<($5
0,//,21/255,(6
0,//,21&$56$1'02725&<&/(6
&2$&+(6
$118$/785129(52)e0,//,21
+!1%"# 11%101ƛ4,/(ǖǗ%,2/0%&ƞ0ǽ
They are provided with showers, drying
/,,*0Ǿ)&3&+$/,,*0Ǿ(&1 %"+0+!1%",ƛ& "
actually resembles something of a barracks.
Indeed something of a camp camaraderie
!,"00""*1,-/"3&)Ǿ4&1%1%"01ƛ
laughing and joking with each other before
leaping into action.
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Over the recent months there has been a large amount of new legislation making itself
felt in the FM sector and of course there will be plenty more to come. Workplace Law’s
/HH&DOYHUH[SODLQVDQGDQDO\VHVWKHLPSDFWRIQHZZRUNLQJDWKHLJKWUXOHVQHZƛUH
safety guidelines and electronic duty of care changes

WORKING AT HEIGHT GUIDANCE UPDATED
BY THE HSE
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) earlier this
year published new guidance on what the law
requires of both employers and employees when
people are working at height.
The overhaul of guidance on working at height
was launched on 28 January 2014 as part of the
Government’s long-term economic plan to abolish
or improve outdated, burdensome or over20
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complicated regulations, which the Government
says waste businesses’ time and money.
It has been estimated that more than one million
British businesses and 10 million workers carry out
jobs involving some form of work at height every
year, with falls still known to be one of the biggest
causes of death and serious injury at work.
The HSE states that it has now set out in clear,
simple terms what to do and what not to do, whilst
also ‘debunking’ common myths that can confuse

and mislead employers.
Speaking at the time, health and safety minister,
Mike Penning, said:
“As part of the Government’s long-term economic
plan, it’s vital that businesses are not bogged down
in complicated red tape and instead have useable
advice about protecting their workers.
Ȋ0#,/*"/Ɯ/"*+Ǿ (+,41%11%"ǖǕ
million people who are working at height in this
country face risks in their job. But I’m also clear
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and clearer and dispelling some of the
persistent myths about what the law
requires.”
She added: “The result is advice that
employers can count on to help them
manage their businesses sensibly and
proportionately.”
Please note that the Work at Height
Regulations 2005 (WAHR) set out the law
as it applies in Great Britain and that the
regulations have not changed.

FIRE SAFETY UPDATES

 ƛ"/&+$1/$"1"!!3& "1,%")-&+$
20&+"00"0&+!&ƛ"/"+10" 1,/0
manage serious risks sensibly and
proportionately.
 Helping workers to be clearer about
their own responsibilities for working
safely.
)0, ,**"+1&+$ƞ"/1%"
announcement of the changes, Judith
Hackitt, chair of the health and safety
executive, said:
“It’s important to get working at height
right. Falls remain one of the biggest
causes of serious workplace injury – with
more than 40 people killed and 4,000
02ƛ"/&+$*',/&+'2/&"0"3"/66"/ǽ
“We have a sensible set of
regulations and have
been working with
business to improve
our guidance –
making it simpler

As part of the
Government’s long-term
economic plan, it’s vital that
businesses are not bogged
down in complicated
red tape”

It was announced by the Department of
Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) that
the Primary Authority Scheme would be
"51"+!"!1, ,3"/Ɯ/"0#"16&++$)+!
+!)"04&1%"ƛ" 1#/,*Ǜ-/&)ǗǕǖǙǽ
The Primary Authority Scheme allows
organisations that operate in more than
one Local Authority area to enter into a
partnership and subsequently deal with a
single lead Local Authority, which is then
known as the Primary Authority.
Prior to April 2014, partnerships as
such had only been valid to health and
safety, trading standards legislation,
environmental health and certain
purposes such as food safety.
It was revealed that the scheme is
intended to ensure that local regulation
6!&ƛ"/"+121%,/&1&"0Ǿ ,,-"/1&+$
with a business, is consistent in terms of
advice, coordination of inspections and
enforcement.
So how does it actually work?
Once a company has a partnership with
a Primary Authority, it can seek ‘assured
advice’ which is proposed to be bespoke
and robust compliance advice. Once

that managing these risks can be done
sensibly, by giving simple and clear advice
and tackling the myths that can confuse
employers.”
It is important to note some of the key
changes include:
 Providing simple advice about do’s
and don’ts when working at height to
ensure people are clear on what the law
requires.
 Busting some of the persistent myths
about health and safety law, such as the
banning of ladders when they can still
be used.
AUGUST 2014
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given, all other Local Authorities must
respect the compliance advice given by
the Primary Authority to the business. A
Local Authority, other than the Primary
Authority, which then wishes to take
enforcement action, would need to obtain
the approval of the Primary Authority
before such action can be taken, which,
&+"ƛ" 1Ǿ$&3"01%"/&*/621%,/&161%"
ability to block it.
By extending the scheme to the Fire and
Rescue Service, it is hoped that it will help
to address concerns raised by numerous
businesses, having multiple sites across the
,2+1/6Ǿ1%11%"6%3"/" "&3"!!&ƛ"/&+$
!3& "/"$/!&+$Ɯ/"0#"16 ,*-)&+ "ǽ
Reports suggest the extension of Primary
21%,/&161, ,3"/Ɯ/"0#"16%0""+
greeted enthusiastically by business and
Ɯ/"+!/"0 2"0"/3& "0/,2+!1%"ǽ
%"%&"# &/"ƛ& "/0ȉ00, &1&,+
4") ,*"!1%"+,*&+1&,+,#1%"Ɯ/01
/&*/621%,/&16-/1+"/0%&-0#,/Ɯ/"
safety back in April.
It was then reported that the Hampshire
Fire and Rescue Service formed Primary
21%,/&16-/1+"/0%&-04&1%ǔǾ2ƛ&")!
Health, Majestic Wine, Royal Bank of
Scotland, Orchid Pubs and Home Retail
Group, who operate Argos, Homebase and
Habitat stores.
It is now hoped that the partnerships
4&))"+)"Ɯ/"+!/"0 2"0"/3& "0 /,00
England and Wales to work consistently
1,&*-/,3"Ɯ/"0#"16+!01/"*)&+"
compliance management across these
companies’ outlets.

ELECTRONIC DUTY OF CARE
As I’m sure you are all aware being involved
in FM, you must deal responsibly with any
waste that your business produces, which
is known as your ‘duty of care’. However,
do you know that your duty of care lasts
from the moment you produce the waste
until its eventual safe disposal? You largely
discharge this responsibility by carrying
out the appropriate checks (carrier licence
and taken to permitted facility) and that
1/+0#"/+,1"0/"--/,-/&1")6Ɯ))"!&+
and retained. If anything happened to
your waste, for example it was taken to a
non-permitted facility that resulted in a
pollution incident, and you had not taken
all the appropriate steps and had all the
paperwork in place; it would legally be
your responsibility.
In the past and even still happening more
than the masterminds of edoc would’ve
hoped for, organisations are using the
traditional paper-based Waste Transfer
Note. However, the Electronic Duty of
Care Programme is seen as the way
forward now.
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carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in private
and public sector organisations that are
medium-high energy users. It has been
estimated that the scheme is expected
to reduce non-traded carbon emissions
by 17million tonnes by 2027, supporting
the objective to achieve an 80 per cent
/"!2 1&,+&+ /,+"*&00&,+06ǗǕǚǕǽ
What more do you need to know?
 Energy already covered under
climate change agreements and the
*&00&,+0/!&+$601"*&0+,1
included in CRC.

The Environment Agency, who is leading
the edoc programme, recently estimated
that approximately 25 million waste
1/+0#"/+,1"0/"-/,!2 "!&+1%"" %
year, while 50 million paper documents
are being stored at any one time due to
)"$&0)1&,+02//,2+!&+$401"1/+0#"/
notes.
The edoc project aims to deliver an
online waste tracking system to replace the
paper-based Waste Transfer Notes, making
it easier to gather and store crucial data.
Edoc is touted as being safe and secure
and is free to use. Businesses’ waste
1/+0#"//" ,/!04&))" ,+Ɯ!"+1&)1,
you and the other party or parties directly
involved and are stored for the full two
years required by law.
Currently, edoc is a voluntary system
+!1%"/"#,/"Ɯ/*0 +#2)Ɯ)1%"&/)"$)
duty of care for waste in other ways, such
as continuing to use paper Waste Transfer
Notes. The use of edoc is certainly being
talked up however, with CIWM recently
02$$"01&+$1%11%" ,3"/+*"+1
seriously considers making it mandatory,
011&+$&14,2)!+,1,+)6""+"Ɯ &)Ǿ
but fundamental to the future of waste
*+$"*"+1&+1%"ǽ
Remember though, edoc does not
allow you to record hazardous waste
consignments. It is a standalone system
and is not integrated with waste permit or
licence databases and you are responsible
for ensuring that any business to which you
transfer waste is appropriately authorised
to accept it.

CARBON REDUCTION COMMITMENT
ENERGY EFFICIENCY SCHEME (CRC)
The Carbon Reduction Commitment
țȜ+"/$6ƛ& &"+ 6 %"*"&0
Government scheme which is designed

 The Environment Agency administers
1%"0 %"*"#,/1%"+!/"$2)1"0
the scheme in England. For the rest
,#1%"Ȓ%" ,11&0%+3&/,+*"+1
Protection Agency, Northern Ireland
Environment Agency and Natural
Resources Wales regulate the scheme in
their own countries.
 A number of public bodies have to take
part in CRC regardless of how much
electricity they use and these are known
as mandated participants and include
))"+1/) ,3"/+*"+1!"-/1*"+10
and devolved administrations.
Where are we now?
The scheme operates in phases - Phase
1 ran from April 2010 to the end of March
2014. Phase 2, which we are currently in,
commenced on 1 April 2014 and will run
until 31 March 2019. Registration for CRC
phase 2 started on 14 November 2013
with the deadline for registration being
31 January 2014. As of yet there is no
registration dates for Phase 3 of CRC.
Do you need to register?
,2/,/$+&01&,+4,2)!%3".2)&Ɯ"!
for Phase 2 if, between 1 April 2012 and 31
March 2013, it met both of the following
criteria:
 Having at least one settled half hourly
electricity meter (sHHM).
 0&+$ǛǾǕǕǕ*"$411%,2/0ț%Ȝ,/
more of qualifying electricity supplied
through settled half hourly meters.
As already mentioned, the deadline for
registration has passed and registering late
*"+06,2 ,2)!"%&14&1%Ɯ+",#ʐǚǾǕǕǕ
4&1%+!!&1&,+)Ɯ+",#ʐǚǕǕ-"/4,/(&+$
day until you complete the process. It
%0""+011"!1%11%"!&)6Ɯ+" +"
imposed for a maximum of 80 working
!60Ǿ-,1"+1&))6ʐǙǚǾǕǕǕƜ+"&+1,1)ǽ
It is important to note that organisations
1%1*""11%".2)&Ɯ 1&,+ /&1"/&/"
required to participate, and must buy
allowances for every tonne of carbon
they emit.
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CELEBRATE SUCCESS
13 October, The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
HEADLINE SPONSOR

Join us for the facilities management (FM) industry’s most prestigious
night of the year as we celebrate the amazing achievements of the
ﬁnalists and announce the winners of the 2014 BIFM Awards. Be
inspired. Mix and mingle with the stars, over 1,200 guests. Book your
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The social

network?

Networking is an activity that, when things go well, can be invaluable for anyone in any business.
But when things don’t, can prove to be just a waste of someone’s limited and valuable time. With
the FM networking scene, particularly in London, often involving so many of the same faces, have
things become stale? FMJ talks to people from inside and outside the FM sector and considers
where networking might need freshening up a little

E

veryone involved in the FM sector
up and down the land has had
good days, where they walk into a
networking event and immediately walk
into someone who they can do business
with. A match made in heaven, just like
that. Equally everyone involved in the
industry has had the bad days, where
they don’t meet anyone worthwhile at
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all, or they just don’t have the strength
ƞ"/),+$4""(11%" ,)# "Ǿ,/Ǿ
4,/01,#))Ǿ4%"/""3"/6,+"")0"0""*0
to have turned up with the sole intention
,#$"11&+$0!/2+(0-,00&)"0#010
possible.
What can be done to ensure that everyone
%0#/*,/",#1%"$,,!!60+!#/)"00
of the bad days? There are endless books,

articles, websites and advice columns that
promise to teach you how to network, how
1," ,+Ɯ!"+14%"+*""1&+$+"4-",-)"Ǿ
how to sell yourself and presumably how
to conquer the world in 30 minutes or
)"00ǽ214&1% "&+$/")1&3")6 ),0"!
-/,#"00&,+Ǿ+!+"14,/(&+$"3"+10))1,,
,ƞ"++"5 20"#,/1%"0*"# "01,*""1
&+0)&$%1)6!&ƛ"/"+1-) "0Ǿ&01%"&+!201/6
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+!+!/"4 2)"/100, &1"!&/" 1,/1
&)Ɯ+$"/Ǿ %&/*+,#1%",2+$+$"/0
,/2*ț Ȝ+!1%"  &)&1&"0+$"*"+1
00, &1&,+ȉ0,2+$+$"/,#1%""/&+
2010.
The Bita was formed by Paul Whitnell
in 2013, launched in the Irish Embassy in
,+!,+!2/&+$1%1,3"*"/ǽ%&1+"))ȉ0
"5-"/&"+ "0&+0"11&+$2-%&0,4+20&+"00
,-"/1&,+0&+/&1&+04"))0*,3&+$%&0
#*&)61,+$)+!4"/"1%"!/&3&+$#,/ "
behind his aspirations to help not just
individuals, but businesses and even the
Irish economy to prosper.
%"6%3"1%/""*"1%,!0,# %&"3&+$1%&0ǿ
 "14,/(&+$Ȓ/"1&+$)&+(0"14""+
British and Irish businesses in order
to increase and improve commercial
opportunities.
 *-),6*"+1Ȕ/"1&+$',,--,/12+&1&"0
for Irish people both in the UK and
Ireland, across all sectors.
 +3"01*"+1Ȕ/"1&+$#,/2*#,/
based investors in search of equity
&+3"01*"+10+!-/,3&!&+$,--,/12+&1&"0
to Irish business and entrepreneurs.

But with FM being a
relatively closed profession,
and networking events all too often
an excuse for the same faces
WRPHHWLQVOLJKWO\GLƚHUHQW
places, is the industry
missing something?”

*&00&+$0,*"1%&+$Ȅ/"1%"/"1%&+$0
that can be learned from outside
1/!&1&,+) 1,*("+"14,/(&+$
more productive for everyone? What
,211%"6,2+$"/3,& "0&+1%"
sector, those who have, relatively
0-"(&+$Ǿ0-"+1)"001&*"&+1%"
# &)&1&"0*+$"*"+1/"+Ǿ4%1
!,1%"61%&+(,#1%"+"14,/(&+$
0 "+"Ȅ 0+61%&+$01/2 (1%"*0&+
+""!,# %+$"Ȅ

21&1&01%"+"14,/(&+$"5-"/&"+ "
that could prove of real value to facilities
*+$"/0ǽ%"&1!,"0+,1)&*&1&10")#6
,-"/1&+$&+,+)6,+"0" 1,/,#1%"*/("1
place, they welcome members from any
0-%"/"00,),+$01%"60&$+2-1,1%"*5&*
“People who know people that help people.”
%&0&01%"2+,ƛ& &)*+1/,#1%"))&+ "
and underpins a lot of what they believe
in. If one member can introduce another
1,0,*",+"%")-#2)Ǿ1%"6!,ǽ%&0*&$%1
0,2+!01/&$%1#,/4/!Ǿ0&*-)&01& "3"+Ǿ21
&1&0&+ /"!&)"%,4,ƞ"+%&1+"))%00""+
people who seem to have no viable business
relationship, be able to provide invaluable
help to each other.
,/"5*-)",+" /&0%+!Ǿ4%,
approached the Bita were put in touch
with a friend of a friend, so to speak, who
,/$+&0"!0%,4 0""3"+111%"
4%& %)"!1,1%"*"&+$0&$+"!,++
independent record label. In the past 6
*,+1%0,3"/Ǘǖ /&0% ,*-+&"0%3"#,/$"!
)&+(01%/,2$%1%"&1Ǿ)&+(01%14,2)!%3"
remained unforced had they only networked
within their own industry.
,Ǿ%,+"01)6Ǿ%,4*+6# &)&1&"0*+$"/0
can say that they have taken the opportunity
to rub elbows and schmooze outside of their
,4+0" 1,/&+1%"-016"/Ȅ,2+"3"/(+,4
4%,6,2*&$%1*""1Ǿ,/%,41%"6*&$%1
help you.

BITA

YOUNG MANAGERS FORUM

To try and answer these questions FMJ
spoke to two people. Paul Whitnell, founder
,#1%"/&1&0%+! /&0%/!&+$))&+ "ț&1Ȝ

+!/"4 2)"/1&0Ǿ#,/6,2+$*+$"/Ǿ
*+4&1%*&$%1&)6&*-/"00&3"ǽ
&0&+("! +-$"/"!0)&11)"&1)&("
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the Wikipedia entries for Lionel Messi
,//&01&+,,+)!,Ǿ#&/)6.2& ()61%"
achievements and accolades start to blur
&+1,,+"06,20 /,))!,4+1%"-$"ǽ+!
(""-0 /,))&+$ǽ%"+0 /,))0,*"*,/"ǽ
0 %&/,#1%" ȉ0,2+$+$"/ȉ0
,/2*Ǿ 2)"/1%0-)"+16,#"5-"/&"+ "
,#+"14,/(&+$Ǿ#/,*+,/!&+/6$2"01ȉ0
-,&+1,#3&"4Ǿ1%1,#$2"010-"("/+!
"3"+1%1,#+,/$+&0"/ǽ &03&"40*("
&+1"/"01&+$/"!&+$ǽ
First of all he supports the notion that
+"14,/(&+$,210&!"+!"6,+!1%" 

,-"/1&,+) 0&1&00,"061,$"1 2$%1
2-&+1%"!6Ȓ1,Ȓ!6!/*1%1 ,*"0
4&1%# &)&1&"01%14",ƞ"+#,/$"11,1("
01"- (+!-21"3"/61%&+$4"!,&+1,
-"/0-" 1&3"ǽ ,&+$1,+"14,/(&+$"3"+1
+!%3&+$ %14&1%0,*",+"1%1%0
"5 1)61%"0*"-/,)"*0 +"$/"1
461,$"1+"4-"/0-" 1&3",+1%&+$0ǽ)0,
)"1ȉ0# "&1Ǿ4"4,/(&+0*))&+!201/6Ǿ6,2
+"3"/(+,44%,6,2/"$,&+$1,*""11%1
may be able to help you in the future or
vice versa.”
However that is not to say that there

“The key is creating an environment where people can
easily connect. A social, buzzing, energetic environment
where it is okay to walk over to a new group you don’t know and
join a conversation.”
,5 +"%2$")6"+"Ɯ &)ǽȊ%&0&0/"))6
important for the industry,” he says. “It is
$,,!1,$"1+,210&!"4,/)!3&"4,+1%&+$0
and relate them back to our sector.”
06,24,2)!"5-" 1,#0,*",+"&+
his position Hulbert is adamant that
+"14,/(&+$&0!"Ɯ+&1")64,/1%4%&)"20"
,#*+$"/ȉ01&*"ǽȊ%"-",-)"6,2
meet, the subjects you hear about, the new
&!"06,2 ,*" /,00/"&+3)2)"ǽ0
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/"+ȉ1/"01%1 ,2)!"&*-/,3"!2-,+ǽ
2)"/10601%11%""3"+10%"ȉ0&+3,)3"!
4&1%#,/1%" +! 16-& ))60""
!/,-,21/1"&+1%"/"$&,+,#ǙǕ-"/ "+1ǽ
),1,#1%&0 ,*"0!,4+1,-"/0,+)
-/"#"/"+ "ǿȊ 1/"))6!"-"+!0,+1%"16-"
,#+"14,/(&+$1%1Ɯ106,2/-"/0,+)&16
+!016)"Ǿȋ%""5-)&+0ǽȊ,*"-",-)"1%"
Ɯ+!0, &)"3"+10*,/""+',6)"4%"/"
1%"#,/*)012ƛ&+"00&0/"*,3"!ǽ%&0 +

*"+&1&0)"00!2+1&+$1,"+1"//,,*
-,1"+1&))6Ɯ))"!4&1%0"+&,/+!&+Ɲ2"+1&)
-",-)"4&1%&+1%"&+!201/6ǽ"14,/(&+$ +
"!2+1&+$1%&+$Ǿ0,1,$"11%"*,01,21
,#&1ǾƜ+!0,*"1%&+$6,2/" ,*#,/1)"
4&1%ǽ%",1%"/("6&0-"/%-01,$,#,/
events whereby you are interested in the
02'" 1Ǿ1%1466,2ȉ))%3"),!01, %1
1,#")),4+"14,/("/0,21,+1%"+&$%1ǽ 
4,2)!06Ɯ+!4%& %,+"4,/(0#,/6,2Ǿ$,
#,/1%,0",+"0Ɯ/011,2&)! ,+Ɯ!"+ "1%"+
01/11,$"1&+3,)3"!&+!&ƛ"/"+1#,/*10ǽȋ
But what is it that can actually be done
1,"+02/"1%1+"14,/(&+$"3"+1&0
"+"Ɯ &)Ȅ
Ȋ%"("6&0 /"1&+$+"+3&/,+*"+1
4%"/"-",-)" +"0&)6 ,++" 1ǽ0, &)Ǿ
277&+$Ǿ"+"/$"1& "+3&/,+*"+14%"/"&1&0
,(61,4)(,3"/1,+"4$/,2-6,2!,+ȉ1
know and join a conversation. That is the
best type of environment where everyone
#"")0 ,*#,/1)"+! +$"11%"*,01
out of it. Ultimately we are there to share
ideas and this is the best way to achieve
&1ǽ +1"/*0,#"3,)3&+$ 1%&+(), 1&,+0Ǿ
02*&10+!*"1%,!04&)) %+$"&+1%"
#212/"ǽ 1&0%/!1,0""%,4+"14,/(&+$
events will evolve, the whole premise is
1,/&+$-",-)"1,$"1%"/&+-"/0,++!
in convenient location. I very much look
#,/4/!1,0""&+$%,41%"6!,"3,)3"
+!0%-&+$1%1Ȕ4"%3"0,*"
&+1"/"01&+$&!"0&+1%" ,+4%14"
+!,!&ƛ"/"+1)6ǽȋ
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Let there be
Charlie Kortens takes an in-depth look at the future of lighting and lighting control systems
in the workplace. With many exciting innovations and developments taking place across the
industry it is time facilities managers stopped looking at lighting as just something that they
QHHGWRKDYHLQWKHLURƝFHV,QVWHDGWKH\QHHGWRDVNZKDWOLJKWVPLJKWEHDEOHWRGRIRUWKHP

L

ighting is arguably one of the most overlooked
components of a working environment. It has
become fashionable to describe FM as a people
business, perhaps a property business. Lighting
!,"0+ȉ1$"1*"+1&,+Ǿƞ"/))Ǿ-",-)",+)6/"))6
notice a building’s lighting when it isn’t good
enough, or when something goes wrong.
There are few things that can have more of an
impact on performance than lighting. Not just
whether people can see well enough to do their job,
though obviously this is essential. Adequate lighting,
or not, can have a massive impact on people’s
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psychological wellbeing while in the workplace
According to research by City University, there
is a strong association between lighting and work
performance, including innovation and productivity.
It recommends that companies invest in lighting
to develop environments that support wellbeing
and performance, and that the lighting should be
controllable and tailored to individual needs to
enhance work satisfaction.
Yet many workplaces get it wrong and fail to
consider the downsides of poor lighting such as
01ƛ02ƛ"/&+$#/,*"6"01/&+Ǿ%"! %"0+!

postural problems, which can lead to sick days, lost
-/,!2 1&3&16+!*&01("0ǽ&$%16-"/ "+1,#,ƛ& "
4,/("/0"5-"/&"+ "1)"01,+"+"$1&3""ƛ" 1
from poor quality lighting, according to researchers
Bruskin Goldring, and 68 per cent of employees
,*-)&+,211%")&$%1&+1%"&/,ƛ& "0Ǿ ,/!&+$1,
a study by the American Society of Interior Designers.
There’s also the environment to consider, with
companies increasingly conscious of their corporate
social responsibility. Good lighting is a crucial
component of any energy policy, given that it can
account for up to 50 per cent of a company’s total

FMJ.CO.UK
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light
energy bill – and there are potentially big savings to be
made with the right lighting solution.
+!!&1&,+Ǿ%,4,ƞ"+!, 0 ,+0&!"/1%"+""!0,#
,)!"/"*-),6""0Ȅ +,)!"/-",-)"Ǿ1%"&))%")1%"ƛ" 10
,#-,,/)&$%1&+$ +"0"/&,20)6*$+&Ɯ"!$&3"+
1%11%""ƛ" 1,#&+ /"0&+$$",+"6"0&$%1&0)*,01
always negative. As our eyes age, the pupils grow
smaller, so less light reaches the back of them. The
lenses also grow larger and more rigid, requiring more
"ƛ,/1,#1%""6"*20 )"01,#, 201 ),0"/+$"Ǿ+!
causing light to scatter through the eye rather than
pass smoothly through it. This reduces the amount of
light hitting the retina, the light-sensitive part of the
&++"/"6"1%1 10)&("1%"Ɯ)*&+ *"/+!0"+!0
images to the brain. In fact, it’s estimated that, for the
same amount of light entering the front of the eye,
a 20-year-old’s retina will receive three times more
light than a 60-year-old’s. So to a 60-year-old, objects
and colours that look sharp, clear and bright to a
20-year-old will be dull, unclear and blurry, especially
&#1%"6ȉ/"!)6)&1ǽ"0"/ %#/,*"/$,+,*& ,ƛ& "
solutions provider Humanscale reveals that by the

time an individual reaches the age of 61, they require
at least 250 per cent more contrast to view the same
documents as they did in their 20s.
Where reasonably practical, lighting should be
natural – one California-based manufacturing
company introducing skylights to improve natural
)&$%1Ǿ04-/,!2 1&3&16&+ /"0"6Ɯ3"-"/ "+1+!
absenteeism fall by 40 per cent. Unfortunately few
workplaces can be designed from scratch to allow the
most natural light into a building. So where electric
lighting is needed, lighting should be in the range
of 300 to 500 lux, according to the Code for Interior
Lighting from the Chartered Institute of Building
Service Engineers. Where the tasks are mainly screen
based, lighting can be at the lower end of this range
but where the tasks are mainly paper based, 500 lux
is necessary. To give the measure of lux some context,
on a clear day outside, the lighting level is usually
/,2+!ǖǕǾǕǕǕ)25ǽ ,/,ƛ& "4,/("/00&11&+$11%"
window, the natural light level falls to
around 1,000 lux. And for
those in the middle

/",#+,ƛ& "2&)!&+$+12/))&$%1)"3")0 +"0
low as 25 lux, thus the need for bright electric lighting.
%"/"0%,2)!)0,"02ƛ& &"+1 ,+1/01"14""+
person’s computer screen and background, and no
$)/",//"Ɲ" 1&,+#/,*1%" ,*-21"/0 /""+ǽ
Of course, workplace lighting best practice has
"3,)3"!!,4+1%"6"/0ǽ%&/166"/0$,Ǿ,ƛ& "4,/(
was largely paper based, requiring high levels of
)&$%1&+$#,/01ƛ1,/"!!, 2*"+10ǽ/$"Ɲ,,/-)1"0Ǿ
0-)&1&+1, 2& )"0Ǿ4"/",ƞ"+)&16+(0,#),+$Ǿ
"&)&+$Ȓ*,2+1"!Ɲ2,/"0 "+1/" "00"!)&$%1&+$Ɯ512/"0
1%14"/")*,010/&$%1001!&2*Ɲ,,!)&$%10ǽ
Lighting levels were between 1,000 and
1,500 lux, the unit measurement
for light hitting a
surface.
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Desktop computers changed everything
from the 1980s onwards. Since viewing
*,+&1,//".2&/"0#,2/1,Ɯ3"
times less light than reading
--"/!, 2*"+1Ǿ,ƛ& "
lighting levels began to
decrease. Nowadays the
recommended ambient
,ƛ& ")&$%1&+$)"3")&0
between 300 and 500
lux.
The current options
(+,4+1,)) 0/"
generally limited to
adjusting lighting output
based on:

secretion of various chemicals, changes
in blood pressure and muscle strength
and, charmingly, the suppression of bowel
movement. Did you know that each of us
4&))Ɯ+!,2//" 1&,+0#01"/1ǘǿǘǕ-*1%+
at any other time? Or that we are at our
most co-ordinated approximately one
hour earlier?
But what in the world has any of this to
do with lighting control systems? Well, as
the circadian cycle and rhythm last, give or
take a few minutes, 24 hours, the suggestion
that it is related to the time the day is fairly
obvious, and from there the link to light
" ,*"0".2))6,3&,20ǽ &"+1&Ɯ /"0"/ %
has demonstrated that disruptions to a
person’s circadian rhythm can be extremely
harmful. Jetlag is perhaps the best known
and most common andoverexposure to
drugs is another. But the biggest one
is access to light or the type of
light available. Productivity,
stress levels and general
health have all shown to
"ƛ" 1"!6)&$%1)"3")0ǽ
Obviously if lighting
systems were able
to better mimic the
natural levels of daylight
outside, then people
would keep to their
correct body clock with the
result that they would be
happier, healthier and more
productive. Certainly sounds like
a good deal. Over in the States NASA
has committed huge sums of money to
trying to achieve this, developing circadian
lighting systems that allow astronauts’

6FLHQWLƛFUHVHDUFK
has demonstrated that
disruptions to a person’s
FLUFDGLDQUK\WKPFDQEH
extremely harmful”

 The time: either of day, a
0-" &Ɯ -/1,#1%"4""(Ǿ*,+1%
or even year.
 Astronomical time: based around sunrise
and sunset times. Or approximate sunrise
and sunset times, though there can
"*+6!&ƛ& 2)1&"002//,2+!&+$1%&0
approach.
 Whether or not a room is occupied:
1%&0/".2&/"01%"Ɯ11&+$,#, 2-+ 6,/
motion sensors.
 Natural light: when there is plenty of
sunlight rushing through the windows,
1%")&$%10016,ƛǽ%"6 ,*",+4%"+
it’s dark.
 Alarms: many buildings have lighting
,+1/,)0601"*0)&+("!1,Ɯ/")/*0+!ȡ
or HVAC systems.
 Or a combination of some or all of the
above.
There are however plenty of innovative
developments taking place out there,
,ƛ"/&+$+"4+!"5 &1&+$,-1&,+0Ǿ&#+,1
always for right now certainly for the future.
One of the more interesting ideas being
pursued is circadian lighting.
A circadian rhythm is the 24 hour system by
which human beings (and many other forms
,#)&#"Ȝ,-"/1"ǽ+602 ,+0 &,20#2+ 1&,+0
take place over this cycle, including the
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natural rhythms to keep processing
normally. On this side of the pond the
Department of Energy and Climate Change
has funded the development of a circadian
lighting control system by PhotonStar LED
Group. One that can be controlled by a web
based app on just about any platform you
care to name, from Android, Windows, iOS,
) ("//6Ǿ1,"3"+6,2/&+!)" &/"ǽ%&0)0,
allows far more people to have access to the
system if necessary.
But it is not just in the control of lighting
systems that exciting breakthroughs are
being made. The actual lights themselves
might soon have many exciting, and
2+"5-" 1"!Ǿ-,1"+1&)20"0ǽ ,/"5*-)"Ǿ
over the coming years you might be hearing
*,/"+!*,/",21&Ȓ &Ǿ4%& %%0""+
!"0 /&"!0Ȋ-,01&Ȓ &1" %+,),$6Ǿȋ6
its founder Haral Haas. It is an emerging
technology that could see specialised LED
lights bulbs providing low-cost wireless
internet connectivity almost everywhere.
This and similar ideas regarding light and
data transmission have naturally, and pretty
much immediately led to developments
in light security. This may immediately
bring to mind the thought of a big spotlight
mounted on a warehouse wall, shining
down and catching a burglar red handed.
Well, it’s a little bit more technical now. If
light can be used to transmit data, then it
can also be used as a shield, Star Trek style.
*-"+"1/)")&$%10/"1%"Ɲ3,2/,#1%"
month, lights that can’t be penetrated by
other lights. This means that data can be
kept secure, and people can be prevented
from snooping on your lights and the
information they contain.

FLOORING
SHOW
DESIGN RETAIL CONTRACT

21-23 September
2014
HARROGATE

Growing fast!
September 2014 will see the biggest edition of the UK’s national
flooring show for several years. The whole industry will come
together for three intensive days of business activity and
networking - don’t miss it!

앫 Large exhibition featuring companies key
to the contract flooring business
앫 High quality free-to-attend commercial flooring
seminar and conference programme
앫 All the usual show features – the Trends Hub,
the Demo Zone, and multiple networking
opportunities

Plan
your visit
NOW!

REGISTER ONLINE FREE OF CHARGE AT

www.theflooringshow.com
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Healthy building

Healthy mind
Today’s healthcare facilities contain many critical environments where building services play an
LPSRUWDQWUROHLQWKHZHOOEHLQJRISDWLHQWVVWDƚDQGYLVLWRUV(YHQWKHEHVWGHVLJQHGDQGEXLOWIDFLOLW\
ZLOOQHHGLQLWLDOFRPPLVVLRQLQJDQGFRQVWDQWPRQLWRULQJWRHQVXUHSHDNSHUIRUPDQFHWKURXJKRXWLWVOLIHF\FOH
$FFXUDWHƛWIRUSXUSRVHƛ[HGDQGSRUWDEOHPHDVXUHPHQWLQVWUXPHQWVDUHUHTXLUHGLQPRVWGHSDUWPHQWV
RIDKRVSLWDOIURPWKHERLOHUURRPDQGLQFLQHUDWRUWRWKHSKDUPDF\WRHQVXUHWKDWDOODUHDVDUHZRUNLQJFRUUHFWO\
Alan Gilbert%VULDƉVLQVWUXPHQWVROXWLRQVJHQHUDOPDQDJHUH[SODLQVIXUWKHU

I

n the hospital wards and operating theatres
it is imperative there can be no spread of
infections or exposure to potentially hazardous
*1"/&)0ǽ/,3&!&+$1%&0"ƛ" 1&3")6&+1"/*0
,#".2&-*"+1"0",#20"+!"ƛ& &"+1)6,1%&+
terms of the cost of instruments and the cost of
01ƛ-/"0"+10 %))"+$"01,1%"2&)!&+$0"/3& "0
engineer, laboratory or medical personnel. In
+&0,)1&,+# &)&16Ǿ#,/"5*-)"Ǿ01ƛ+""!1,
monitor the pressure between rooms (positive or
negative) to stop the spread of infections either
to or from the patient, the temperature within
the protected space, supply or extract ventilation
rates, the quality of the air in terms of particulate
,+ "+1/1&,+Ǿ04"))01%"Ɲ,4Ȓ/1"0,#
medical gasses. All of theses parameters can be
*"02/"!4&1%Ɯ5"!ț2&)1Ȓ&+Ȝ!"3& "0,/-,/1)"
(hand held) instruments. Measurements of
surface contamination may also need to be
ascertained for infection control, but these
are normally undertaken using standard
laboratory techniques.

A number of medical facilities have incinerators
on site to dispose of locally generated clinical
401"Ȁ*+6!&ƛ"/"+116-"0,#Ɯ5"!*"02/"*"+1
instrumentation are used on every aspect of
the incineration process from the temperature
thermocouples within the primary incinerator,
through to the gas and particulate emissions
measurement at the end of the process. To
,*-)&*"+11%"Ɯ5"!&+01/2*"+11&,+Ǿ0")" 1&,+
,#-,/1)"&+01/2*"+10/")0,,ƞ"+*&+1&+"!
1, /,00 %" (+!1"*-,//&)6/"-) "1%"Ɯ5"!
range of measurement equipment should a
problem occur. The portable emission monitoring
instrumentation used to measure the output of
potentially hazardous gasses from the incinerator
under WID (Waste Incineration Directive) must be
calibrated and validated periodically by equipment
1%1&0 "/1&Ɯ"!2+!"/1%"0 %"*"ǽ
The boilers that supply steam to the hospital
require various types of instrumentation to run
,//" 1)6Ǿ%6!/,*"1"/0#,/"5*-)"/"20"!1,
*"02/"1%"1,1)!&00,)3"!0,)&!0țȜ4&1%&+1%"

,&)"/41"/ǽ #1%")"3")/&0"01,,%&$%1%"+1%&0
can cause foaming and carryover to the steam main
leading to contamination of control valves, heat
"5 %+$"/0+!01"*1/-0ǽ

BUILDING SERVICES
There are also water supplies that have to
be considered, and the need to combat the
possibility of Legionnaires’ disease by chlorine
dosing the systems to ensure all of the water
pipes are disinfected. The water quality then has
to be sampled periodically with the appropriate
&+01/2*"+11&,+1,"+02/"1%"41"/&0Ɯ1#,/20"ǽ
 %0""+4,/(&+$,+0,)3&+$2&)!&+$
services design, installation, commissioning and
operating problems in hospitals for many years and
is only too well aware of the importance of correct
*"02/"*"+1ǽ,01,#1%"-2)&0%"!4,/(%,4"3"/
concerns the facilities themselves rather than the
instrumentation used for measuring performance.
A well designed facility that has been built
AUGUST 2014
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and commissioned correctly will create a safe
environment to work or visit from day one of its
operation. But, if the wrong instruments are used
during commissioning or routine monitoring it could
have life and death consequences, as there is the
risk of spreading potentially infectious or hazardous
$"+10ǽ +1%"Ɯ")!,#-/"002/"*"02/"*"+11%"/"
is a large array of instruments that measure
this physical parameter, but if an
instrument is used with its’
accuracy based on its full
0 )"!"Ɲ" 1&,+Ǿ+,1,+1%"
indicated value, at low
pressures it is impossible
to establish if a system
is operating correctly.
In a surgical suite it may
be required to operate
1-/"002/"!&ƛ"/"+1&)
between rooms of
10Pa. If an instrument
with a range of 4000Pa is
used with a manufacturer’s
claimed accuracy of ± 0.5% fsd
ț#2))0 )"!"Ɲ" 1&,+ȜǾ1%"/" +"
an error of some ±20Pa. This errors being
)*,01!,2)"1%"/".2&/"!*"02/"*"+1ǽ&*&)/)6Ǿ
4%"+*"02/&+$&/Ɲ,4/1"0&+&,),$& ),/
)*&+/Ɲ,4 &+"1Ǿ&+01/2*"+104&1%16-& )
accuracy of ± 1.5% mv, +0.2m/s (measured value) can
be used. But if the target measurement value is only
0.5m/s, this accuracy equates to a possible reading as

low as 0.29m/s being accepted which could be
very problematic in a critical environment and
-,1"+1&))6"5-,0"+,-"/1,/1,%7/!,20
materials.
Understanding manufacturers’ claimed
instrument accuracies is only part of the
problem in the correct selection of pieces of
instrumentation; the correct calibration of the
equipment is equally vital to ensuring
reliable data. For measuring
pressures as low as 10Pa in the
surgical suite, the hospital
engineer or laboratory
01ƛ+""!0 )&/1&,+0
with an uncertainty of
no more than 0.1Pa,
4%& %,ƞ"+"5 ""!0
what manufacturers are
,ƛ"/&+$ǽ%"2&)!&+$
services engineer must
look beyond the simple
requirement of measuring
pressure, and understand the
details of the complete process.
Understanding the real technical
merit of an instrument therefore must have
$/"1"/0&$+&Ɯ + "&+1%"#212/"00"/3& "0&+
healthcare facilities become more critical.
When buying, or hiring, instruments the
engineer now has a global choice as to
which product will meet today’s challenging
1"01&+$"+3&/,+*"+10ǽ)&/1&,+,#1%&0

When buying, or hiring,
instruments the engineer now
has a global choice as to which
product will meet today’s
challenging testing
environments”
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instrumentation is, and always will be, of
paramount importance to users, but keeping
up-to-date of what is available especially
in changes of technology and the scope
of instrumentation available must also be
considered during the selection process. Tests
1%1,ƞ"+1,,(%,2/01, ,+!2 1 ++,4"
undertaken easier, faster, and more accurately
1%+1%,0"1("+6"/0$,ǽ ,/"5*-)"&0
&+01/2*"+11&,+1%1 +Ɯ11"01 )00Ǟǚ
masks to protect workers against airborne
&,%7/!002 %0,/"3"+ǽ&("4&0"
1%"/"/"16-"0,#2)1/Ɯ+"-/1& )" ,2+1"/01%1
can be used to trace air pollutants in operating
theatres, as well as being used for the checking
,#1%"&+1"$/&16,#Ɯ)1"/0")04&1%&+),/1,/6
fume cabinets.
With such a wide range of instruments
available to today’s healthcare professionals
they need to look beyond any procurement
source that is tied to an individual manufacturer
to obtain the best pieces of instrumentation
4&1%&+1%"*/("1-) "ǽ.2))601ƛ11%"
02--)&"/0%3"1,2+!"/01+!1%"Ɯ+"/-,&+10,#
1%"&+01/2*"+101%"6,ƛ"/&+ )2!&+$ )&/1&,+0
11%"/+$"01,"20"!ǽ.2&-*"+1 +Ǿ
where applicable, include data damping,
backlit displays, self calibration check tools,
data logging, keypad lock out to unauthorised
users and long life battery operation to name
'201#"4,-1&,+01%1 +)0,&+Ɲ2"+ "Ɯ+)
purchasing decision.
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FERNOX INVESTS IN FLEET TO ENHANCE
UK DISTRIBUTION
Market leading
water treatment
manufacturer
Fernox has
invested in its
distribution
capability,
unveiling its new
UK livery at the
same time. The
/+!"!Ɲ""1
is unveiled this
month, enabling
improved transport
and distribution
"ƛ& &"+ 6+!+"+%+ "!0"/3& "#,/ 201,*"/0ǽ
"/+,512/+"!ǚǕ1%&06"/+!&0*/(&+$&10Ɯ3"!" !"00-&,+""/&+$
force in the heating industry with a year-long ‘Win £50k of heating products’
prize draw and a series of promotional campaigns. The launch of the
,*-+6ȉ0+"4Ɲ""1)&3"/6&0+,1%"/"3"+1&+&106"/,# ")"/1&,+001%"
"/+,5*("041"/4,/(Ɲ""11("01,1%"/,!ǽ
Global marketing director of Fernox, Francine Wickham, said: “This year has
been a big year for Fernox with our 50th anniversary. Throughout the business
we are committed to innovation and this ethos is being carried through to
"/+,5ȉ0Ɲ""1ǽ"/" ,+1&+2&+$1,&+3"01&+1%")1"011" %+,),$61,!")&3"/
the best possible service to our customers.”
 www.fernox.com
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TAKE CONTROL OF LIMESCALE, TAKE
CONTROL OF ENERGY AND MAINTENANCE
COSTS - NEW IMPROVED KALGUARD SYSTEM
LAUNCHED BY SENTINEL COMMERCIAL
Preventing limescale formation in commercial hot water systems, appliances
+!0+&1/6Ɯ11&+$0Ȓ+!1%"/"#,/" %&"3&+$*5&*2*"ƛ& &"+ 6+!
0&$+&Ɯ +103&+$0,+"+"/$6+!*&+1"++ "&))0Ȓ&0"06+! ,01Ȓ
"ƛ" 1&3"1%+(01,1%"+"4&*-/,3"!) 0601"*#/,*41"/1/"1*"+1
0-" &)&01Ǿ"+1&+"),**"/ &)ǽ%&00 &"+1&Ɯ ))6-/,3"+!"3& "Ǿ4%& %20"0
electrolytic technology recommended by the Compliance Guide to Part L to
prevent limescale build up, is already installed in thousands of commercial
premises across the UK.
) 4,/(06!")&3"/&+$
very low levels of stable zinc
into the water to change hard,
deposit-forming Calcium
/,+1" /601)0&+1,0,ƞǾ
+,+Ȓ!"-,0&1Ȓ#,/*&+$/$,+&1"ǽ
The device can be installed on
a rising main, before the water
storage tanks and booster
sets, to provide whole system
protection.
Unlike traditional water
0,ƞ"+"/0Ǿ) %0
+"$)&$&)"/2++&+$ ,010Ǿ+!!,"0+ȉ1/".2&/"/"$"+"/1&,+,/0)1Ȕ,ƛ"/&+$
0&$+&Ɯ +103&+$0&+1&*"Ǿ41"/Ǿ+!*,+"6ǽ
 www.sentinelprotects.com
 01928 704330

CARILLION GIVEN THE GREEN FLAG FOR
HOUNSLOW PARKS

NEW PRODUCT HELPS FACILITIES COMBAT
THE ‘BUGGY BURGLARS’

Inwood Park in Hounslow and Dukes Meadows in Chiswick are amongst
ten parks across the Borough of Hounslow to be awarded the prestigious
+1&,+) /""+ )$01120!2/&+$,3"/(0""(țǗǚ1% 2)6Ȕǘ/!2$201
2014).
Leading support services company Carillion manage both parks on behalf of
The London Borough of Hounslow Council, maintaining many of their facilities
including play areas
and sports facilities
and maintaining
the trees, grass and
Ɲ,4"/"!0ǽ
Cllr Sachin Gupta,
cabinet member
for leisure and
public health at the
London Borough of
Hounslow Council
comments;
“Green Flag
status is ultimate
recognition of
excellence and we are delighted to add a further two to our portfolio, bringing
the number awarded to our local parks to an impressive ten in total.
“Our partners Carillion and the many volunteers and friend groups have
-211/"*"+!,20*,2+1,#%/!4,/(+!"ƛ,/11,/&0"1%"01+!/!0,#
our parks.”

‘ ggy o
u
B
L ck’ - a new pram security system for public spaces and buildings
- has been launched
Ȓ,ƛ"/&+$#*&)6Ȓ
friendly facilities a
),4Ȓ ,01Ǿ"06ȒƜ1
solution to prevent
the growing problem
,#2$$61%"ƞǽ
Safety and
security specialist
Cardea Solutions has
introduced ‘B
uggy
o
L ck’ to the UK as
latest police statistics
show that pram
1%"ƞ%0/&0"+6)*,01.2/1"/&+1%"-01Ɯ3"6"/0Ǿ-/,)"*
"01&*1"!1, ,01ʐǜǕ*-"/6"/ǽ
he product can be installed in under ten minutes and provides a robust
T
coin operated mechanism that gives parents peace of mind that their buggy
&00" 2/"ǽ
uggy o
‘B
L ck’, which is supplied with a two-year warranty, is weatherproof
and uses renowned jOmar locking technology to safely secure any type or
0&7",#-/*,/-20% %&/ǽ
he new product is aimed at leisure centres, tourist attractions and
T
holiday parks, hospitals, children’s centres and nurseries, supermarkets and
#,,!+!!/&+(,21)"10ǽ

 www.carillionplc.com

 www.cardea-solutions.com
 buggylock@cardea-solutions.com
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BANNER WINS STATIONER’S INNOVATION
EXCELLENCE AWARD

FULTON BOILERS SPECIFIED FOR SOUTHMEAD PFI
HOSPITAL PROJECT

Banner Business
Services has won
a Stationers’ 2014
Innovation Excellence
Award for its Closed
Loop paper recycling
service. The awards,
launched this year,
recognise outstanding
innovation which
is able to generate
future growth
and prosperity.
The awards were
presented at a
lunchtime ceremony on 30 June held at Stationer’s Hall in London.
Richard Costin, managing director of Banner Business Services who
collected the award, said “I’m delighted to receive this award which
celebrates the truly innovative nature of our Closed Loop paper recycling
service. We were the first in the UK to develop a high volume Closed Loop
service, and as the market leader have sold over four billion of sheets of
our award-winning paper already. This is a fantastic achievement for the
Banner team and our supply chain, and we look forward to continued
success with Closed Loop.”
Banner collects and securely shreds its customer’s paper waste before
turning it into 100% recycled copier paper.

Heat transfer specialist Fulton Limited has supplied a skid-mounted, dual#2")ȒƜ/"!01"*,&)"/- ($"1,,21%*"! ,0-&1)#,/-/,'" 11%1
facilitated in N
orth B
ristol N
HS rTust’s £430million PFI redevelopment of the
site, which partially
opened at the end of
6ǗǕǖǙǽ
Steam from
the skid-mounted
package, which
features two Fulton
60J boilers plus
ancillaries, is used
during the washing
and sterilising of
02/$& )".2&-*"+1
and instruments at the
hospital’s temporary
central sterile supply
!"-/1*"+1țȜǽ
Commenting for Hulley Kirkwood –the consulting engineers responsible
#,/1%"+!0-" &Ɯ 1&,+,#1%" 2)1,+0601"*Ȕ& %/!,, , (
060ǿȊ"+""!"!0601"*1%1 ,2)!/&0"02ƛ& &"+1*,2+10+!&+
/")1&3")60%,/1-"/&,!ǽ 2)1,+,&)"/0/"/"+,4+"!#,/1%&0+!Ǿ#,/12+1")6
for us, they are manufactured in B
ritain and also right on the doorstep of
,21%*"! ,0-&1)Ǿ*"+&+$ 2)1,+ +,ƛ"/&**"!&1" (2-&+1%"
"3"+1,#*&+1"++ "&002"0ǽȋ

 www.banner-online.biz

 www.fulton.co.uk

 01603 691051

 uk.sales.office@fulton.co.uk

NHS HOSPITAL REFIT IN LEICESTER SOLUTIONS FOR A WEAK SUPPORTING ROOF

TWYFORD BATHROOMS INVESTS IN MAJOR
NEW SHOWROOM AT THE ALSAGER HQ FOR ITS
TWYFORD AND KERAMAG DESIGN

,)),4&+$/".2"01#/,*"& "01"/0"!" %+& )ǔ)" 1/& )"/3& "0
+$&+""/#,/"0-,("0,)21&,+1,02--,/1&/Ȓ%+!)&+$2+&102-,+#/$&)"
/,,#4%"/"Ǜǽǜ*"5&01&+$/,,#"* "+1"/0%!1,"0-++"!Ǿ2*- ,20"
/))&"!1,0,)21&,+6"+$&+""/&+$-2/-,0"*!""0-,("#/*"4,/(ǽ
Utilising the
2*- ,20" )"5&
Support Systems,
their skilled inhouse technical
team calculated
the correct steel
0" 1&,+/".2&/"!
to span the
Ǜǽǜ*!&01+ "0
in addition to
supporting the
weight of the
air-handling
2+&10ǽ)0,02--)&"!4"/"0*))"/0" ,+!/601"")4,/(4%& %02--,/1"!
the under-carriage of the air-handling units to meet the manufacturers
/" ,**"+!1&,+0ǽ%"0"4"/"))!"1&)"!4&1%&++21,-/,-,0)
!/4&+$#,/1%" 201,*"/-/&,/1,*+2# 12/"ǽ
%"4%,)"#/*"4,/(4000"*)"!"ƛ& &"+1)63,&!&+$-,1"+1&)
!")601,1%" /+")&ƞǽ%" ,+1/ 1,/ ,**"+1"!#,)),4&+$1%"
completed install:c“ertainly one of the easier installations I’ve done and
&1),,(0$/"11,,Ȃȋ
 www.flexisupportsystems.co.uk
 sales@flexisupportsystems.co.uk
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 0115 900 5858

 +44 (0)117 972 3322

Twyford Bathrooms
has invested £150k
in a brand new
showroom at its
)0$"/-)+1Ǿ+"/
Stoke on Trent
which is now open.
The investment
coincides with the
upcoming summer
launch of major
new ceramic and
shower enclosure
ranges. It also
0%,4 0"01%"Ɯ3"
!"0&$+ ,))" 1&,+0&+1%")252/6/+!"/*$"0&$+Ǿ&+ )2!&+$1%"/" "+1)6
launched Xeno² collection and luxury freestanding Mattis bath.
The bespoke designed showroom replaces the existing one and extends
1,)/$"/,3"/))Ɲ,,/0- ",#ǘǕǕ0.*ǽ%")6,21,#1%"0%,4/,,*&0
designed to showcase the extensive Twyford collection, enabling visitors to
have a logical and visual appreciation of all product ranges from entry level
to top end, through a series of room sets. The perimeter of the showroom
is dedicated to all Twyford product ranges, demonstrating the company’s
Ɲ"5&&)&161, 1"/#,/4&!"/+$",#1%/,,*016)"0+!-/& "-,&+10ǽ
 www.twyfordbathrooms.com
 01270 879 777
 reception@twyfordbathrooms.com
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FLOTEX: THE HIGH TECH TEXTILE
2/)"+! ,*#,/1)"Ǿ.2&"16"1%6$&"+& Ǿ
warm while washable, safe but sound absorbing
- all the characteristics needed to create better
4,/(&+$"+3&/,+*"+10&+'201,+"%&$%.2)&16Ɲ,,/
,3"/&+$ǿ ),1"5ǽ ,/, ),,/&+$601"*0%0+,4
&+1/,!2 "!)&+"/&+$"+2&161,&102+&.2"%6/&!
/+$"ǽ ),1"5&+"/"+ ,*-00"01%" 2//"+1
directional trend and a sophisticated colour
-)"11"&!")#,/,ƛ& "0- "0Ǿ4&1%&+!&3&!2)
ranges created to work together to fashion

&+1"$/1"!Ɲ,,/&+$!"0&$+ ,+ "-10ǽ
Jason Holmes head of design at Forbo Flooring
Systems says:“Still proving popular in commercial
spaces, a linear pattern works in synergy with
the angular faces and facades of commercial
architecture, whilst injecting accents of colour into
4,/(0- "ǽ ,/,ȉ0 ),1"5&+"/ ,))" 1&,+&0+,
!&ƛ"/"+1Ǿ6"1&1"5 ")0&10")#&+-/,3&!&+$!"0&$+
,+ "-14&1%Ɯ3"+"4)&+"/#, 20"!!"0&$+0ǾǚǞ
2+&.2",+Ȓ1/"+! ,),2/460+!3"/01&)&16.2&1"
)&("+,,1%"/ǽ
Ȋ&1%1%"&)&161,&+01)) ),1"5
tiles in a variety of ways, the creative
Ɲ"5&&)&16ƛ,/!"!61%"!"0&$+
concept is certainly impressive with the
freedom to combine ranges that are fully
,,/!&+1"!ǽȋ
T
he subtle tailored design of
Pinstripe can be installed either brick or
1"00"))1"!+!4%"+)&!&+!&ƛ"/"+1
installation style, produces a very
!&01&+ 1&3""ƛ" 1ǽ%"0,-%&01& 1"!
)&+"/!"0&$+&00"!,+0,ƞ02&1&+$
fabric with a trendy urban twist and
0, ,*-)"*"+10 ,+1"*-,//6,ƛ& "
0- "0Ǿ,1%)/$"+!0*))ǽ

Cirrus on the other hand, is particularly ideal
#,/)/$"Ȓ0 )",ƛ& "&+01))1&,+04&1%2+&.2"
*&5,#,)!0%!"0&+1"/-,0"!),+$0&!"*,/"
+"21/)-)"11"ǽ%"+20"!&+ ,*&+1&,+4&1%
the distinct Stratus design, colour coordinated
0,)21&,+0 +"0&)6" /"1"!ǽ)1"/+1&3")6Ǿ1%"
variety of installation methods available for these
two ranges with the tile format opens up a huge
+2*"/,# /"1&3"Ɲ,,/&+$,-1&,+01%14,/(4"))
4&1%&++,-"+-)+,ƛ& "1%1/".2&/"0!"Ɯ+"!
/"(,21/"0ǽ

 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/flotexlinear
 0800 0282 162

SIPe ENERGY MONITORING FROM SYNAPSYS
REVEALS ENERGY USE

NEWS FROM LEAFIELD ENVIRONMENTAL - UK
PLASTICS MANUFACTURER STEPS UP TO THE
GLOBAL RECYCLING CHALLENGE

Synapsys Solutions, UK leader in developing and supplying innovative
communication interfaces for the built environment, is helping building
managers see in real time exactly how their estate is performing, with the SIPe
energy monitoring solution.
+!"/01+!&+$4%"+Ǿ4%"/"+!%,42&)!&+$20"0"+"/$6&01%"Ɯ/0101"-
in any energy reduction plan, and Synapsys has developed SIPe to meet this
need for clear, detailed energy performance data.
The hardware-based SIPe system is proving very popular, since with no
,+$,&+$0,ƞ4/")& "+ "0Ǿ2+)&*&1"!20"/0+!+,*&+1"++ "#""0Ǿ&1ȉ0
,01Ȓ"ƛ" 1&3"ǾƝ"5&)" %,& "#,/"011"0+!# &)&1&"0*+$"/04,/(&+$ /,00
a wide range of sectors.
The SIPe
user interface
is a graphical
energy
‘dashboard’
display to
allow the
user to view
live energy
performance
data.
The
dashboard is
intuitive and simple to customise, allowing the system to be easily set up and
run by non-engineers.

"Ɯ")!
Environmental
is attracting lots
of interest from
overseas markets on
the back of strong
demand worldwide
for good quality
recycling and litter
products.
%&)!!,5
said: “New recycling
legislations in the
UK and abroad is
driving the demand for good quality, robust plastic bins globally.”
The company manufactures using rotational moulding to produce superior
quality, hard-wearing plastic products, which are widely used across the UK in
many areas including education, healthcare, retail, private business and the
public sector.
“We are already working with over 40 international customers in over 15
countries and more and more orders are coming from new markets.”
Ȋ"Ɯ")!&0/&$%111%" "+1/",#1%&0$/,4&+$$),)&+!201/6Ȓ/")&0&+$,2/
vision will help us not only secure the long term success of the company, but
highlight our position as a leading British manufacturer.”

 www.synapsys-solutions.com
 +44(0)845 680 0303
 enquiries@synapsys-solutions.com

 www.leafield-environmental.com
 01225 816511
 julie.daniels@leafield-environmental.com
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THE WEBSHOP YOU WANT PROVES
PARTNERSHIP PAYS

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS’ ZERO CARBON HOUSE:
A NEW MODEL FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Successful business partnerships are built with trust and integrity, often
over many years and they can be extremely rewarding for both parties. Futures
Supplies & Support Services Ltd’s relationship with Chequers Contract Services
Ltd has certainly proved to be a
winning partnership.
The latest project sees
Futures Supplies deliver
a bespoke web shop for
Chequers’ customers. Launched
on 1st July, this win win
project adds value through
the provision of an online
ordering platform for Chequers’
customers to order washroom
and cleaning products directly
from Chequers, 24 hours a day
and 7 days a week, proving
undoubtedly that ‘partnership
pays’.
4/!4&++&+$ 212/"0
Supplies has been a major
player in distributing washroom,
cleaning, janitorial and associated products since 1995. The company, with
its young dynamic team, has vast experience and knowledge of working with
cleaning companies, understanding their needs and delivering exceptionally
successful long term business partnerships, with added value.

Saint-Gobain’s collaborative new-build project with the University of
N
ottingham could
answer the demands on
1%"ȉ0%,20&+$01, (ǽ
T
he student-designed
,11&+$%* ǽǽǽǽ
(Home O
ptimising the Use
,#,)/+"/$6Ȝ%0""+
designed to perform at
the lowest level of energy
usage possible to meet
the eZro Carbon Hub’s
01+!/!+!1%"
Government’s agenda for
reduction of impacts on
climate change and fuel
-,3"/16ǽ
T
he design could contribute to the UK’s housing shortage and increase
1%"3&&)&16,#ƛ,/!)"%,*"0Ǿ4%&)"01&)) %&"3&+$1%"4,/)!ȉ0*,01
stringent design codes of Passivhaus and UK Code for Sustainable Homes
"3")Ǜț7"/, /,+Ȝǽ
Saint-Gobain worked in collaboration with the University, specifying
a range of products and solutions for the build in addition to providing
3)2)"1" %+& )"5-"/1&0"+!$2&!+ "ǽ,)),/1&,+"14""+&+!201/6
+!1%" !"*& 4,/)!&0" ,*&+$&+ /"0&+$)6"+"Ɯ &)+!&0("6
-/1,#&+1Ȓ ,&+ȉ0$),)+!01/1"$6ǽ

 www.futures-supplies.co.uk

 www.saint-gobain.co.uk

 www.chequerscontracts.co.uk

NEW ORBIS WHITE PAPER PROVIDES ADVICE ON
PROTECTING LONE WORKERS
2--,/1&+$01ƛ4%,,ƞ"+4,/(),+"4&))+,1,+)6-/,1" 11%"*Ǿ21&1*6
also protect an employer’s reputation and business, advises a new white
--"/,+),+"4,/("/0#/,*-",-)"-/,1" 1&,+"5-"/10/&0ǽ
%"4%&1"--"/"5-),/"04%1 ,+01&121"0),+"4,/("/Ǿ1%"1%/"10
1%"6# "+!1%")"$)/".2&/"*"+10-) "!,++,/$+&01&,+1%1
"*-),601%"*ǽ
It also discusses
!&ƛ"/"+10,)21&,+0
for supporting and
managing lone
4,/("/0+!,ƛ"/0
"01-/ 1& "!3& "ǽ
he threats to
“T
lone workers can
"01/(Ǿȋ0&!
261%"/Ǿ,#
/&0ǽȊ04"))0
,ƛ"/&+$!3& "#,/
02--,/1&+$+!*+$&+$),+"4,/("/0&+,2/+"44%&1"--"/Ǿ/&0,ƛ"/0
"ƛ" 1&3"0,)21&,+01,02--,/1+!-/,1" 11%"*ǽ2/ ,!"ǚ),+"4,/("/
!"3& "Ȓ&+!"-"+!"+10,)21&,+02--,/10*,/"1%+ǖǕǾǕǕǕ),+"4,/("/0ǽȋ
he white paper from O
T
rbis advises that is is the employer’s duty to
assess risks to lone workers and to take steps to avoid or control risks where
+" "00/6ǽ
,4+),!#/"" ,-6,#1%"4%&1"--"/1444ǽ,/&0-/,1" 1ǽ ,*ȡ
!,4+),!Ȓ),+"Ȓ4,/("/Ȓ4%&1"Ȓ--"/ȒǗȡ

 ++,4,ƛ"/ ,*-)"1"/+$",#1,2 %/0#,/-+& +!
"0 -"!,,/0ǽ%"ǝǝǕǕ/+$"Ȕ!"0&$+"!+!*+2# 12/"!
"5 )20&3")66 &10")#Ȓ,ƛ"/00-" &Ɯ"/0 %,& ",#,-1&,+0Ǿ))
/("!+!Ɯ/"1"01"!1,2/,-"+01+!/!0ǽ
he new
T
ǝǝǕǕ
oTuchbar range
includes a Single
Panic B
olt, a
Panic Latch,
"3"/0&)"
Panic Latch, and
210&!" "00
evices which
D
can also be used
in conjunction
with the
0"/&"0
,#!&$&1)), (0ǽ
)),#1%"
relevant
standards and
"/1&Ɯ 1&,+0
have been obtained for the full range and all are suitable for use in open
-2)& /"0&+ ,/!+ "ǖǖǗǚǿǗǕǕǝǽ%"6%3"""+&+ )2!"!
&+02 "00#2)Ɯ/"1"0101,ǖǛǘǙ/1ǖ#,/20",+1&*"/ǘǕ+!ǛǕ
*&+21"Ɯ/"!,,/0+!ǗǙǕ*&+21"01"")!,,/0ǽ/(&+$ "/1&Ɯ 1&,++!
" )/1&,+0,#"/#,/*+ "/"))3&))",+/".2"01#/,* ǽ

 www.orbisprotect.com

 www.hoppe.com

 0800 083 0850
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 01902 484421

 jessica.ward@hoppe.com
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COSTA INVEST IN FIKE’S INTELLIGENT 2-WIRE
FIRE DETECTION TECHNOLOGY

OCS RANKS 71ST IN THE 2014 SUNDAY TIMES
TOP TRACK 100

Some of Costa’s
newest outlets
in the UK are
being protected
by Fike’s
TWINFLEXpro
intelligent
ǗȒ4&/"Ɯ/")/*
systems. From
full-sized branches
to small kiosks,
from Minehead
to London,
Costa is relying
,+Ɲ"5&)"+!/")&)"-/,1" 1&,+#/,*+&++,31&3"Ɯ/"!"1" 1&,+0,)21&,+
*+2# 12/"!&+1%"6 &("#"16" %+,),$6ț Ȝǽ))1%"0601"*0
%3"""+02--)&"!Ǿ1"01"!+! ,**&00&,+"!6,**Ɯ/"1!+!
&+01))"!6"/,)" 1/& )"0&$+,+"%)#,#,/!"/62&)!1!Ǿ1%"*&+
0%,-Ɯ11&+$ ,+1/ 1,/ǽ
Ȋ",ƛ"/"!  -/,1,"/,)" 1/& )"0&$+0+)1"/+1&3"
solution for the Costa projects, citing its advanced features and cost saving
due to its unique technology and ease of installation” explains, Paul Seager,
*+$&+$!&/" 1,/,#,**Ɯ/"ǽȊ  -/,%0+,4" ,*"1%"Ɯ/01
choice for many of Costa’s new builds.”
The TWINFLEXpro system incorporates the Multipoint combined smoke and
heat detector with built-in sounder.

International total facilities management provider OCS has appeared once
again in the Sunday Times Top
Track 100 list for the UK’s top
100 private companies with
the biggest sales, rising in the
rankings this year to 71st place.
OCS has appeared on the
list each year since the league
table, a distinguished list of
companies which play a key
role in the UK economy, began
in 2002. This year OCS, which
"*-),601%,20+!0,#01ƛ
around the world who deliver
more than 70 individual services
from total facilities management
to catering, horticulture and
waste management to security,
maintenance and hygiene,
%00&$+&Ɯ +1)6&+ /"0"!
its ranking.
Chris Cracknell, CEO of OCS Group International, commented: ‘This success
is testament to the quality of our people, and the resilience and adaptability of
our business. Our commitment to sustainable business has helped us continue
1,*("0&$+&Ɯ +1 ,+1/&21&,+1,',0+!$/,41%01%"$),)" ,+,*6
begins to emerge from recession.’

 www.fikesafetytech.co.uk

 www.ocs.co.uk

 fstinfo@fike.com

 01633 865 558

 Jackie.bennettshaw@ocs.co.uk

ROY PARRISH NAMED AS CHAIRMAN OF THE
BIFM EAST REGION COMMITTEE

TOUCH THE SCREEN AND FEEL THE POWER

Roy Parrish, the founder and managing director of Ranne Creative
Interiors, has been appointed chairman of the BIFM East region committee.
Parrish, who founded the specialist interior design and build company in 2009,
has more than 20 years’ experience in the interior design and refurbishment
industry. He will serve in the role for two years.
“I’m keen to lead the BIFM East region and bring some real momentum
to the area,” said Parrish.
“We boast some of
1%"Ɯ+"01Ǿ+!*,01
interesting facilities in
the UK. From the Norman
Foster-designed Willis
building and Tolly Cobbold
brewery in Ipswich; to the
technology and science
parks, together with the
war memorials and the
world-leading universities
,#*/&!$"Ȁ+!2!)"6
End and Colchester Castle,
to the factory village at East
Tilbury. There are some
amazing facilities that we
could visit and witness
facilities management at its
very best.”

Swindon based combustion equipment manufacturer, G P Burners, is now
,ƛ"/&+$+,-1&,+)1,2 %0 /""+&+1"/# "ǽ 1%0""+!"0&$+"!1,0&*-)&#6
burner operation and assist engineers in maintenance and service regimes.
The 15 monitor features a clear graphic display for maximum visibility
and ease of
operation. The
interface can
monitor up to
four boilers
,/2/+"/0ǽ
functional status
screen allows
the operator
to control
burner enable,
shutdown
and set point
adjustment.
The TSI5000
incorporates
"*"!!"!ǙǚǕ0,ƞ4/"Ǿ4%& %# &)&11"0-004,/!-/,1" 1"! "001,
the controller. Engineers can programme and monitor a range of parameters.
+"4#"12/",#1%" ǚǕǕ&0&10&)&161,&+1"/# "4&1% ,*201&,+
analyser, allowing real time combustion parameters to be displayed on screen
during burner set up.
The TSI5000 acts as a document store, providing a single source for
engineers to access manuals and service records and may be remotely
accessed via a PC, tablet or mobile phone.

 www.ranne.co.uk

 www.gpburners.co.uk

 info@gpburners.co.uk

 + 44 (0) 1793 709050
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AIREDALE INTERNATIONAL RETURNS TO THIS
YEAR’S ENERGY EVENT WITH MORE ENERGYSAVING HVAC SOLUTIONS AT STAND C38
British Heating Ventilation & Air Conditioning specialist, Airedale International,
returns to this year’s Energy
Event with more energy-saving
solutions - from awardwinning cooling systems and
chillers featuring low global
warming potential refrigerant
R1234ze - to a range of retrofit
solutions.
Upgrading from AC to EC
(Electronically Commutated)
fans on air conditioning
systems offers potential 70%
power savings, with a typical
payback period of under two
Upgrading from AC to EC fans (pictured) can reduce
years. The direct drive fans also power input by up to 70% (based on comparisons
reduce maintenance costs.
with AC fan equivalents at part-load conditions)
Similarly, electronic expansion
valves (EEVs) can cut energy consumption by up to 30%.
Airedale’s ACIS Building Energy Management System (BEMS) optimises a
wide range of building services across multiple platforms and protocols and is
already delivering significant savings across the many customer sites where it
is installed including annual energy savings of circa £4.8m for one of the UK’s
major high street food retailers.
www.airedale.com

 connect@airedale.com

One of the UK’s best known storage providers, DeepStore Records
Management, is celebrating a milestone having reached over 2 million boxes
of assets, which are
stored within Britain’s
largest salt mine.
The company, which
is part of the Compass
Minerals group, is now
aiming to increase the
number of boxes it
stores to 3.5 million in
the next 12 months. It
already operates vault
space the size of 700
football pitches with
items under current
management equating
to 3.25 million cubic feet.
DeepStore has more
than 1,000 public and
private sector clients
including the National
Archives and the Royal Society, as well as pharmaceutical, legal and
financial organisations, police forces and the healthcare industry.
“We’re excited that DeepStore has reached its current level of activity and
more is yet to come,” says Craig Trimby, DeepStore’s head of sales.
www.deepstore.com

 enquiries@deepstore.co.uk

 0113 239 1000

 08450 565759

MAXIMISING GLASS WALLS

VICTAULIC VC-250 SPRINKLER COATING FOR
MAXIMUM CORROSIVE PROTECTION

As one of the UK’s leading specialist supplier of architectural glass elements
and associated fittings, D R Services enables clients to combine practicality
with elegance in the creation of internal glazed walls incorporating multiple
doors and other features.
Amongst the company’s extensive customer list are interior designers
and top end contractors who have called on the company to assist with the
fit-out of hotels, spas, restaurants, corporate headquarters and residential
properties
in some of
the country’s
most soughtafter areas.
For one
contract, D
R Services
created a
fully glazed
wall running
along one
side of a
swimming
pool within
a property, incorporating a series of outward opening glass doors giving
access to a steam-room, sauna and changing facilities. All were visually
matched with minimalist hardware and the hinges hidden on the inside of
the spaces.
Clients and their consultants can specify the widest possible range of
features to embellish or enliven such walls.
www.drservices.co.uk
 01279 445277
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PLENTY MORE IN STORE AS FIRM REACHES
2 MILLION+ MILESTONE
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 info@drservices.co.uk

Victaulic, a leading global manufacturer of mechanical pipe-joining and
fire protection systems, introduces the VC-250 coating for Victaulic FireLock
sprinklers. The VC-250 delivers excellent corrosion resistance through a
prioprietary composition and
applicaton process for use across a
variety of corrosive environments.
“The VC-250 coating is applied
to fully encompass the sprinkler
frame at a uniform thickness to
prevent areas of vulnerability
seen in other coatings,” said Nick
Scull, Victaulic Fire Protection
market manager. “Each FireLock
sprinkler surface is fully coated to
ensure maximum coverage and
protection.”
Sprinklers with the VC-250
coating are designed for service
in a wide array of environments
such as water treatment, food
manufacturing and ethanol
production. The VC-250 is the
only coating to be both UL Listed and FM Approved for corrosion resistance,
while VdS and LPCB have recognized and approved VC-250 as an alternate
coating. Third-party tests have shown no visual change against physical
damage and weathering.
www.victaulicfire.com
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STRESS LOG FOR MOBILE WORKERS
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CREATIVE CARPET DESIGN REFLECTS
MUSICAL ASPIRATIONS AT NEW ACADEMY

,&)&16202))6*"+0,1%*,/"%,2/0+!*,/"Ɲ"5&&)&16#,/4,/("/0Ǿ21
does it also equal more stress? Stress Log combines up to date guidance from
the HSE with the latest cloud and mobile technologies to give organisations an
automated insight into their mobile workers.
"0"/ %"3&!"+ "%00%,4+1%1/"*,1"+!*,&)"4,/("/0/"
“hot spot” for the management of stress. In particular for employees who
report higher levels of general health symptoms, drive higher miles per year
and display higher levels of chronic fatigue. Stress Log is a tool set aimed
0-" &Ɯ ))611,!6ȉ0*,&)"4,/(#,/ "Ǿ ,*&+&+$ $2&!+ "+!1%"
)1"01&++!/,&!+! ),2!1" %+,),$&"01,-/,3&!""*-),6"/04&1%21,*1"!
stress reporting.
Mobile and remote working is now well established in the workplace and is
" ,*&+$&+ /"0&+$)6"+)"6*,&)"+! ),2!1" %+,),$6ǽ"0"/ %%0
shown that mobile working can bring challenges, especially the monitoring
and management of stress.

,2+$-",-)"/""&+$&+0-&/"!00,,+01%"&/#""11,2 %1%"Ɲ,,/1
0-" &)&01*20& 0 %,,)&5,+020& /&*/6&+/!#,/!ǽ "/"Ǿ2- ,/!
/-"1+!1&)"0#/,* " (*,+!4&(" %0""+0-" &Ɯ"!#,/1%" )00/,,*0Ǿ
nursery, corridors and stairs.
The main contractor was Wates
Construction and Fresco Group of
Leeds installed the carpet, which
400-" &Ɯ"!6/!#,/!&16
Council.
The carpet boasts an
inspirational design, which
features a stunning band of
!&ƛ"/"+1 ,),2/0&+ )2!&+$/"!Ǿ
yellow, orange, willow, purple,
blue, green, azure, aquamarine,
anthracite. Linking closely to the
musical ethos of the school, this
eyecatching design represents
the colours of a graphic equalizer!
Each of the corridors leading
to the classrooms feature this
stunning design and each
)00/,,*1,1%")"ƞ+!/&$%1,#
the corridor also continues with
that colour band. This stylish
!"0&$+&0/"-"1"!,+,1%1%"$/,2+!+!Ɯ/01Ɲ,,/)"3")0ǽ

 www.stress-log.com

 www.heckmondwike-fb.co.uk

 020 3390 1984

 +44 [0] 1924 413637

NEW GENERATION OF GUTTER CLEANERS

UV DRAIN RELINING IDEAL WHERE ACCESS IS
DIFFICULT, SAY LANES

A new generation of high reach gutter cleaning equipment has been
)2+ %"!ƞ"/Ɯ3"6"/0,#!"3"),-*"+16- "3 " %+,),$&"01!ǽ

Operated from ground level the new system has four major features. It
removes operational guesswork as it comes with a close circuit TV camera on
the head; it reaches higher than any other product – four stories ; has greater
suction power – will safely remove an engineering brick from a gutter; and its
/,+Ɯ/"12"0*("&1*2 %)&$%1"/1%++6,1%"/ǽ 1&0ǙǕʢ.2& ("/+!
*,/""ƛ" 1&3" )"+"/1%++6,1%"/-/,!2 1ǽ
%"- "3 &0-,4"/"!6&)Ɯ0()1/,3 22*+!1%"-,)"0%3"
new locking system that ensures no reduction in diameter at the joins, thus
eliminating tube blockages.
Spacevac is extremely lightweight and can be assembled on the ground
by one person in three minutes. Never before has gutter cleaning been easier,
faster or cheaper.

Lnes engineers have used no dig ultraviolet lining technology to
a
rehabilitate a
highways drain
along a rural road
that had repeatedly
Ɲ,,!"!ǽ
he project
T
demonstrated the
"+"Ɯ10,#1%"
ultraviolet (UV)
/")&+&+$1" %+&.2"Ǿ
which can be more
easily deployed in
areas where access
&0!&ƛ& 2)1+!4%"/"
1%"/"&01/"" ,3"/ǽ
Lancashire Council commissioned Lanes Group to reline the surface
water drain along the tree-lined road in Clayton-le-Woods, south of Preston,
4%& %&0206/,21")&+(&+$), ) ,**2+&1&"0+!#,/-/"+10!/,--&+$,ƛ
%&)!/"+10 %,,)ǽ
%" )6-&-"ǾǗǗǕ*),+$+!ǗǗǚ**&+!&*"1"/Ǿ%!""+-"+"1/1"!
in many places by tree roots, trapping silt and debris, resulting in serious
), )&0"!Ɲ,,!&+$!2/&+$+!ƞ"/-"/&,!0,#%"36/&+ǽ
erek Campbell, Lancashire and Cumbria area development manager
D
for Lanes, the UK’s largest independent utilities, drainage and underground
-&-"/"-&/0-" &)&01Ǿ0&!/")&+&+$40Ȋ )"/)61%""01,-1&,+ȋǽ

 www.space-vac.co.uk

 www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

 01604 76028
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NEW SALES TEAM FOR LCC

STOP INFECTIONS WITH GOOD HAND HYGIENE

Bob Vincent, executive chairman of LCC Support Services, has appointed a
new sales
team for
his national
cleaning
and support
services
company.
Heading
the team is
sales director
"1"/,
a wellknown FM
sector sales
professional
with three
+"420&+"00!"3"),-*"+1*+$"/0Ȕ0"+&,/ + ))Ǿ10%&/!&
+!,6&+ "+1ǽ%"1"*4&))"02--,/1"!6*+!/)"0000)"0
administrator.
Bob Vincent said: “I have chosen this team for their communications,
combined skills and sector knowledge – these are the two most important
#"12/"0"00"+1&)1,+"ƛ" 1&3"0)"01"*ǽ)/"!61%"6/"&+!&0 200&,+
with a number of key national accounts. I look forward to the next six months
with great interest.”
LCC Support Services which was launched in 1997 has developed from a
London cleaning contractor to a national support services group operating
from Southampton to Scotland. Current turnover is in excess of £23million.

%"1,-+ȉ0%&0&!")#,//&0&+$1%"-/,Ɯ)",#%+!40%&+$!2/&+$
the changing weather patterns
%"!&ƛ"/"+14"1%"/-11"/+0/&+$!&ƛ"/"+1 %))"+$"0#,/%,0-&1)0Ǿ
but the focus on rigorous hand hygiene procedures should remain in place
1))1&*"01,-/"3"+1&+#" 1&,+,21/"(0ǽ
“Hospitals and health organisations must ensure hand wash units are
3&0&)"1))1&*"01,"+ ,2/$"%+!40%&+$0&+#" 1&,+0Ǿ02 %0Ǿ
/"-/"0"+1))6"//,2+!Ǿȋ060+161+)"6*+$&+$!&/" 1,/1ǽ
Ȋ) ,%,)/20!,+,14,/(,+))&+#" 1&,+0+! +" ,01)6ǽ0%&+$
hands with soap and running warm water is the gold standard in hand
%6$&"+" /"ǽȋ
!"0&$++!
manufacture a range of
portable hand wash stations
" %/".2&/&+$+, "001,
*&+041"/,/!/&+$"ǽ
esigned in collaboration
D
4&1%&+#" 1&,+ ,+1/,)01ƛǾ1%"
1,-+ȉ0%#"12/"0
synchronised display, which
takes users through the
automatic program and seven
rubbing actions as laid down
6 $2&!")&+"0ǽ
))2+&10/"3&))"#,/
hire or purchase and can be
delivered within 42hours
 /,00*&+)+!ǽ

 www.lccss.co.uk

 www.washyourhands.co.uk

 enquiries@tealwash.com

 0121 770 0593

NEW 3M SCOTCH-BRITE HIGH SHINE FLOOR PADS
THAT KEEP ON POLISHING

DIAMOND FACILITIES SUPPORT SECURE
ATKINS GLOBAL CONTRACT

3M is setting new standards in high performance floor pads with the
launch of 3M Scotch-Brite High Shine Floor Pads, precision-engineered to last
   1%+"5&01&+$%&$%-"/#,/*+ "-!0ǽ%" ,1 %Ȓ
Brite High Shine Floor Pad have been developed in response to customer
demand for a
premium pad
that boosts
productivity
and lowers
costs, without
compromising
shine.
The key to
1%"Ɲ,,/-!0ȉ
durability lies
in their unique
construction.
Not only
do they
incorporate
mineral abrasives on both surfaces of the pad, allowing for double-sided
use – they are unique in containing abrasives within the pad itself for even
greater durability.
Scotch-Brite High Shine Floor Pads come in two grades: Sienna High Shine
#,/ )"+&+$+!-,)&0%&+$4,/++!!2))Ɲ,,/0&+-,,/&+&1&) ,+!&1&,+Ȁ+!
2/-)" &$%%&+"#,/2ƛ&+$1,/&))&+1$),00Ɯ+&0%ǽ

iDamond Facilities Support are fast emerging as a trusted partner for
# &)&1&"0*+$"*"+1+!02--,/10"/3& "0ƞ"/0" 2/&+$1%/""6"/
nationwide
contract
with one of
the world’s
leading
design,
engineering
and project
management
consultancies
4,/)!4&!"/,-"/16,+02)1+ 6Ǿ1(&+0 ),)ǽ
%"1(&+0 ,+1/ 1404/!"!ƞ"/&*,+!  &)&1&"02--,/1 )"/)6
!"*,+01/1"!1%"&/2+&.2"Ǿ&++,31&3"+!"ƛ& &"+1--/, %1,# &)&1&"0
*+$"*"+1ǽ%"6/"-/,3&!&+$))-)++"!ǔ*&+1"++ "3&0&10
+1&,+4&!"Ǿ!")&3"/&+$/" 1&3"*&+1"++ "+!.2,1"!4,/(01,1%"1(&+0
,ƛ& ""011"ǽ
!*1(&+0Ǿ!&/" 1,/Ǿ&*,+!  &)&1&"02--,/10&!ǿȊ%"-/1+"/0%&-
4&1%1(&+0&0+"5 "))"+1 ,+1/ 1#,/20+!&0/"4/!#,/1%"-&,+""/&+$
--/, %4"%3"1("+&+*+$&+$1%"*&+1"++ "/".2&/"*"+10,#))
,2/ )&"+10ȋǽ
Helen Cooper, director, iDamond Facilities Support added:h
T
“ e facilities
management industry is highly competitive, yet we continue to win work by
!"*,+01/1&+$&++,31&3"Ǿ2+&.2"+!"01-/ 1& "*"1%,!01%1/"-/,3"+
*,+$01,2/"5-+!&+$ )&"+1Ȓ0"ǽȋ

 www.3M.eu/HighShine

 www.diamond-fs.com

 0845 601 5499
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Sodexo strengthens its
corporate services team
Sodexo has made two new appointments to its executive
team for its corporate
services business.
Andy Vaughan joins as
business development
director and Andrew
Wilkinson takes up the
role of strategy and
marketing director.
Vaughan will
focus on continuing
to grow Sodexo’s
corporate services
business in the UK and
Ireland by building on
the increasing number
of existing integrated
facilities management
contracts it operates. Vaughan joins from Resource Group,
where he has been
managing director for
the past four years.
Wilkinson takes
up his new role
as strategy and
marketing director,
having formerly been
managing director of
Sodexo’s Property
Solutions arm.
He will be tasked
with ensuring the
capability and
quality of life services
proposition continues
to communicate
to its key target
markets, positioning Sodexo as the partner of choice when
organisations are considering outsourcing or re-tendering
their facilities management services.

Mitie announces Environmental + appointments
Mitie has announced a series of senior
appointments to the commercial sector
of its Environmental + business. Joe Read
has joined as operations director for the
business’s commercial team, running all
contracts in England and Wales outside
the London area. Read has held several
senior appointments in the support service
industry over the past 25 years, and will
be using this experience to strengthen
relationships with Mitie’s public and
private sector clients.
Lawrence Beckett has joined as
operations director for the London region.
With over 20 years’ experience in the
Ɯ++ &)Ǿ-2)& 0" 1,/Ǿ ,**"/ &)+!

professional service areas, Beckett will
"%")-&+$&1&"1,!")&3"/Ɯ3"01/Ǿ%,1")
experience quality for blue chip clients.
Mandy Parkinson has joined as the new
customer relationship manager for Mitie’s
Environmental+ business, concentrating
on the Canary Wharf basin. Parkinson
will focus on networking and building
relationships with the commercial
occupants of the basin. Bruce Penrice,
who has worked for several well-known
FM providers, has joined Mitie as solutions
director for the London area. He will be
%")-&+$1%"Ɯ/*1,!"3"),-0,)&!01/1"$& 
/")1&,+04&1%&+1%"Ɯ++ &)Ǿ ,**"/ &)
and professional services sectors.

6KLHOG*URXSDSSRLQWV*RUGRQ%UDG\DVLWVFKLHIRSHUDWLQJRƝFHU
Gordon Brady has been appointed chief operating officer at security provider
The Shield Group. Brady, who joined the firm in 2012 as a managing director
of national accounts, has more than 23 years’ security industry experience.
As chief operating officer, Brady will be responsible for The Shield Group’s
manpower operations across the UK and Europe. He will also be responsible
for fostering employee alignment with corporate goals and strategies.

ISS ANNOUNCES THREE NEW APPOINTMENTS
Cunningham takes on health
and safety advisor role at Fasset
Fasset has appointed Paul Cunningham as the company’s
new health and safety advisor. The appointment follows
Fasset’s expansion of its health and safety business,
,ƛ"/&+$0"/3& "0,210&!",#&10*+$"!,ƛ& "), 1&,+0
and its need for additional support to ensure both
quality and quantity is maintained.
Cunningham has served over 24 years in the British
Army both in the UK and overseas, his last role in the
Armed Forces was MOD health and safety advisor at a
large recruit training centre.
In his new role, Cunningham will be involved with the
delivery of training to enable businesses to maintain
Ɲ"5&)"+!0(&))"!4,/(#,/ "Ǿ*&+1&+&+$1%"
Fasset Health and Safety Management System in
accordance with the requirements of OHSAS 18001, and
*&+1"++ ",#1%""51"/+) "/1&Ɯ 1&,+1%/,2$% ǽ

ISS Facility Services has announced new senior appointments in both its global and food and
hospitality businesses.
Richard Johnston will take on the newly-created role of managing director, key accounts.
Johnston has been with ISS in the role of managing director for one of its large global
Ɯ++ &)0"/3& "0 )&"+1 ,2+10#,/,3"/14,6"/0ǽ
Succeeding Johnston, Andy Chappell has accepted the role of UK managing director for the
$),) ,+1/ 1ǽ%--"))%0""+4&1% #,/,3"/0&56"/0ǾƜ/010"5" 21&3"!&/" 1,/+!
then managing director of ISS Food & Hospitality.
Stephanie Hamilton, executive director, ISS Food &Hospitality, will take on the role of
interim managing director with this business unit. Hamilton has worked in catering for more
than 15 years, and with the ISS team for almost three years.
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to letting their FMs attend, better
1%11%"6/"14,/(!")&+$4&1%
!6Ȓ1,Ȓ!6-/,)"*0ǽ&00&+$1%"
-,&+1 ,*-)"1")61%10,*"1%&+$
the FM learns at an event could
3"/64"))/"0,)3"0,*",#1%,0"
!6Ȓ1,Ȓ!6-/,)"*0Ȃ
1*6)0,"Ǿ1%11%" 0"#,/
11"+!&+$&0"&1%"/+,1-21#,/4/!
,/+,14"))*!"61%" &+4%& %
0"0,*"1/&+&+$,+&+Ɲ2"+ &+$0(&))0+!
"ƛ" 1&3" ,**2+& 1&,+&0/".2&/"!ǽ
6+,46,2 +1"))1%1 *+!3, 1",#1&*"

"With the Facilities
Show over for
another year, do you
feel that these days
46#/,*1%",ƛ& "
are truly productive and
"+"Ɯ &)#,/ 0Ǿ04"))
as the organisations who
employ them?"

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE COACHES'S VIEW
DAVID KENTISH,
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER
KENTISH AND CO
To get an answer to this question
6,2%3"1,1/2)6!"Ɯ+"4%1
-/,!2 1&3"+!"+"Ɯ &)*"+0
to both the individual and the
,*-+61%"64,/(#,/ǽ
David Kentish
,#,/1%"&+!&3&!2)Ǿ4%1
0%,2)!+ 4+11,$"1,21,#
their visit?
+ 4%,&0,/$+&0"!ț4%& %1%"6))/",# ,2/0"Ȝ4&))
%3"*!"--,&+1*"+10&+!3+ "1,1)(1,-",-)"
,#&+1"/"01"5%&&1&+$11%"0%,4Ǿ1,*(""01
20",#1&*"+!)0,%3"1%",--,/12+&16
1,*""1)&("Ȓ*&+!"!-",-)"+!0%/"
"5-"/&"+ "0ǽ%"-/"0"+11&,+0
+!1%"-+")!"1"0&# %,0"+
#,//")"3+ "4&)),ƛ"/1%,2$%1
-/,3,(&+$&!"0+!,# ,2/0"))
1%",3" +"1("+ (1,
1%"&/-) ",#4,/(+!20"!1,
&*-/,3"4%11%"6!,ǽ
%"+ 1)(1, 04%,11"+!Ǿ
1%1&01%"&/*&+/"0,+#,/
"&+$1%"/"ǽ
So how do organisations view such
,21&+$0#,/1%"&/ 0Ȅ
"))&1!"-"+!0+,1,+)6,+1%" ,*-+6
21)0,4%,1%" /"-,/101,ǽ
#,/4/!1%&+(&+$ ,*-+6+!*+$"/4,2)!
always want to get their people to the events that give rise
1,+"4-/,!2 10+!1%&+(&+$1%14&))(""-1%"*%"!,#
1%"&/ ,*-"1&1,/0+!ȡ,/-/,3&!"+&*-/,3"!0"/3& "#,/1%"&/
)&"+10ǽ
,*" ,*-+&"0,/*+$"/0%,4"3"/!,+,10""3)2"

This year’s trade shows

have included displays of

,21,#1%",ƛ& "1,)"/++!2+!"/01+!*,/",214%1&0
-,00&)"&+ +! 4,2)!)&("1,0""*,/" 011%"  &)&1&"0
%,4+!,1%"/"3"+10" 20"0%/&+$(+,4)"!$"&0%,44"
&*-/,3"4%14"!,Ǿ4%1"3"/&1*6"ǽ
,1%" 04%,11"+!+!1%"&/ ,*-+&"04%,4+11%"*
1,Ǿ6,24&))&+3/&)61("6,2/0(&))0+!20&+"001,1%"+"51
)"3")ǽ
To those who don’t…
, 0 06Ǿ&#6,2,+)6!,&+6,2/!6',4%16,2%3"
)460!,+"+!!,+ȉ1),,(,210&!"#,/)1"/+1&3"01,&*-/,3"
6,2/0"/3& "+!3)2"1,6,2/ ,*-+6Ǿ6,2/"),0&+$,21ǽ
, ,*-+&"04%,!,+ȉ10""3)2"&+"+ ,2/$&+$1%"&/ 0
1,11"+!Ǿ 06Ǿ'201),,(11%" ,*-+&"01%1!,ǽ

THE HR VIEW
Ȓ  Ǿ
GROUP HR DIRECTOR,
SERVEST GROUP
#6,2ȉ/"
attending the
Facilities Show
4&1%'2011%"
&*,#0"))&+$
C-J Howden
your products
and services,
1%"+6,2*&$%1
)"3"#"")&+$!&0--,&+1"!ǽ%"*',/&16,#11"+!""0
/",3&,20)6-",-)"#/,*1%"&+!201/6ǽ,Ǿ#/,*0)"0
-"/0-" 1&3"Ǿ6,2 ,2)!061%1&1ȉ0/"))6'201"3"/6,+"&+
1%"&+!201/61/6&+$1,0"))1,"3"/6,+"")0"&+1%"&+!201/6ǽ
21#,/-",-)"+!20&+"00"0),,(&+$#,/&!"0/,2+!"01
practice and innovation and to discuss hot topics with their
-""/0Ǿ1%""3"+1 +"/"))620"#2)ǽ 1&0$/"1,--,/12+&16
to get your brand out there, and tell people about who you are
020&+"00+!4%16,2/3)2"0/"ǽ,4%&)"6,2*&$%1
+,1+" "00/&)6"!,&+$),1,#0"))&+$Ǿ6,21)"01%3"+
"5 "))"+1-)1#,/*#,/*(&+$6,2/-/"0"+ "(+,4+Ǿ/&0&+$

innovation and debates between
leading practitioners”

– Guy Stallard
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6,2/-/,Ɯ)"+!+"14,/(&+$4&1%,1%"/0&+1%"&+!201/6ǽ
6&+$1%1Ǿ$&3"+1%"0%""/0 )",#1%"  &)&1&"0%,4Ǿ
4&1%/,2+!ǖǝǾǕǕǕ3&0&1,/0&+ǗǕǖǙǾ&1ȉ0!"Ɯ+&1")64,/1%%3&+$
*"*"/0,#1%"0)"0#,/ "1("1&*",21,#1%"&/!6Ȓ1,Ȓ!6
4,/(1,"1%"/"ǽ 1 +)0,"+"5 "))"+1,--,/12+&16#,/
-",-)"&+0"+&,/-,0&1&,+0&+1%"20&+"001,/&0"1%"&/-/,Ɯ)"
+!*""14&1%-,1"+1&) 201,*"/0+!"*-),6""0ǽ
+1%"4,/)!,# 1,,Ǿ1%"/"/"+2*"/,#&$"3"+1002 %
01%" &/" 1,/020&+"002**&1Ǿ-)20*+6/"$&,+)+!
), )"3"+10ǽ"#,/"+"3"+1Ǿ&1 +#"")1"*-1&+$1,0-"+!
!6&+1%",ƛ& "4,/(&+$1%/,2$%*61,Ȓ!,)&01/1%"/1%+1("
1%"1&*",211,11"+!ǽ214%"+ ȉ*1%"/" .2& ()6$"1&+1,1%"
0-&/&1,#&1))ǽ+! 1"+!1,)"3"4&1%*+6+"4&!"0/,2+!
"01-/ 1& "+!&++,31&,++!%3&+$"+',6"!+"14,/(&+$
4&1%*6-""/0+!*(&+$+"4 ,+1 10ǽ

THE END-USER’S VIEW
Ǿ
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER
GROUP AND THE UK HEAD
OF FACILITIES AT KPMG
1ȉ0#&/1,06 0/"3"/6
4/",#1%"!"*+!0,+
1%"&/1&*"Ǿ0,1,'201&#6!6
,210&!",#1%"4,/(-) "*,01
4&))),,(#,/1%"16-",#"3"+1
Guy Stallard
1%1-/,3&!"01%"*,01!!"!
3)2"Ȓ.2)&16&+#,/*1&,++!
+"14,/("5-+0&,+,--,/12+&1&"0ǽ
 Ɯ+!1%"*,013)2)""3"+10/"4%"/"/"0-" 1"!
-/ 1&1&,+"/0/"0-"(&+$,/-/1& &-1&+$&+)&3"!&0 200&,+ǽ
11"+!""0%"/Ɯ/01%+!#/,*#")),4 0#/,*/+$",#
organisations about best practise, current issues and what’s
,+1%"%,/&7,+4&1%&+1%"&/0" 1,/ǽ "11&+$%")1%6!"1"
$,&+$+!"+$$&+$,++"4&!"0&0%")-#2)+! +)"!1,
/"&+3&$,/1"!/"12/+1,1%",ƛ& "4&1%+"4 ,+1 10+!
&+0-&/1&,+#,/+"4&+&1&1&3"0ǽ
 +!201/60-" &Ɯ 1/!"0%,40 +"%2$")63)2)"&+

!"*,+01/1&+$+"4-/,!2 10+!&++,31&,+0Ȁ$/"1461,
0""Ɯ/01Ȓ%+!%,4)"!&+$"!$"1" %+,),$6+!-/ 1&0"0/"
*,3&+$#,/4/!+!%,46,2 +--)61%"0"&+6,2/,4+4,/(ǽ
&1%*+602--)&"/02+!"/,+"/,,#Ǿ11"+!""0 +-)++!
,+1/,)1%"&/1&*"Ȓ!" &!&+$%,4*+602--)&"/01,3&0&1Ǿ%,4
),+$1,0-"+!11%"01+!0+!//+$"#,)),4Ȓ2-*""1&+$0
4%"/"--/,-/&1"ǽ
 -"/0,+))6Ɯ+!1%""3"+10,/$+&0"!/,2+!0)"0-&1 %"0
)"003)2)"20",#1&*"ǽ%&0*6"!6,#$,)#4%"/"6,2/
!"1&)0/" ,))" 1"!#,/*/("1&+$-2/-,0"0,/ ,+#"/"+ "!6
4%& %&0-2+ 121"!4&1% ,*-2)0,/602--)&"/*""1&+$0ǽ +*6
"5-"/&"+ "Ǿ1%".2)&16,#1%" ,+3"/01&,+0!,"0+,1-/,3&!"
1%"0*"&+0&$%14%"+ (&+1%",ƛ& "ǽ%"/"&0)0,/&0(1%1
1%"02--)&"/&0"5-" 1&+$/"3"+2"Ǿ+,1'201/")1&,+0%&-ǽ
%&06"/ȉ01/!"0%,40%3"&+ )2!"!!&0-)60,#
innovation and debates between leading practitioners, and
206&+!&3&!2)0*611"+!+"3"+102 %01%&0&+01"!,#
0"3"/)0*))"/"3"+104%"/"1%"/"&0)"00#, 20,+&*-/,3&+$
(+,4)"!$"Ǿ+"14,/(0+!&+!201/64/"+"00ǽ%"  &)&1&"0
%,44,/("!4"))&+)+ &+$!&/6-/"002/"0+!&+ /"0&+$
&+!201/6(+,4)"!$"ǽ

THE CONSULTANT’S
VIEW
  ,
EFFECTIVE FACILITIES
ȉ3")460#")11%1  &)&1&"0
"5%&&1&,+0/"&1,#
*&5"!$ǽ"/1&+)6&101/2"
1%1#,/%/!4/"+!,1%"/
products, it's a good way
,#0""&+$4%1ȉ03&))"Ǿ
although any show can only
$&3"-/1&)3&"4,#1%"*/("1ǽ 1%")-0Ǿ 1%&+(Ǿ&#6,2%3"
 )"/&!",#6,2/+""!0Ǿ0&+ "+,Ȓ,+"&0$,&+$1,&+!2)$"&+
0,*"&*-2)0"-2/ %0"Ȕ6,2ȉ/"+,1$,&+$1,26+"4), ("/
0601"*,/-&" ",# 0,ƞ4/",+4%&*Ǿ/"6,2Ȅ
%"0%,40)0,,ƛ"/+,--,/12+&161,*""1),10,#-",-)"Ǿ
1)(+!%"/4%1ȉ0$,&+$,+ț$,00&-&+$"&+$,+",#1%"*&+
#2+ 1&,+0,#+6&+!201/6$"1Ȓ1,$"1%"/ȂȜ21 !,+ȉ11%&+(6,2
+/"))6 1 %2-,+1%"0"/3& "+! ,+1/ 1&+$0&!",#1%"
20&+"00Ǿ4%& %&00,&*-,/1+1ǽ0 (+,4#/,*"5-"/&"+ "Ǿ&1
&03&/12))6&*-,00&)"#,/0"/3& "-/,3&!"/01,-211%"&/-/,!2 1
,+!&0-)61+ 0%,4Ǿ" 20"&1&0"00"+1&))6&+1+$&)"ǽ
%1ȉ04%60,#"4,#1%"*',/ -/,3&!"/01("01+!0Ǿ+!
4%"+1%"6!,Ǿ1"+!1,20"1%"*,+)60%,0-&1)&163"+2"0#,/
)&"+10+!-/,0-" 10ǽ
 1Ȇ0$,,!20",#1&*"Ǿ 1%&+(!"-"+!0,+4%16,24+1,21
,#&1ǽ  "/1&+)64,2)!+,1!3, 1"0-"+!&+$1&*"+!*,+"6
,+11"+!&+$2+)"006,2(+,44%16,2/"),,(&+$#,/Ǿ+!
"3"+1%"+1%"/"*&$%1""11"/460,#Ɯ+!&+$,-1&,+0
1%/,2$%1%"4",/!&0 200&,+04&1% ,))"$2"0ǽ

,6,2%3".2"01&,+1%16,2ȉ!)&("+04"/"!
61%"  /""/)&+& Ȅ
*&)ǿcharlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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THREE CRITICAL FM CAREER
QUESTIONS YOU CAN’T IGNORE
S

triking a balance between
professional development
and your FM career is crucial to
your performance – you can’t
!")&3"/"ƛ" 1&3" )&"+10"/3& "0
if you’re too worried about your
next steps. With the changes in
FM as an industry and the looming
skill shortage in the sector getting
plenty of attention, having an
"ƛ" 1&3" /""/-)++!-"/0,+)
presentation portfolio provides
an advantage to FM employees,
besides just putting your mind
at rest. Don’t have a career plan?
Here’s how to write your own
professional roadmap for your FM
career by starting with three
simple questions.

Question 1: Where do you want to be
in five years? In 10 years?
Don’t discount this question. You may
not have heard it since your last job
interview, but even if you’re not facing
a new role, it’s a question every FM
should be asking. Your answer can end
up leading to your employer investing
time and money to help you further
your career, alternatively you could
")"ƞ"%&+!+!"+!2-01$+1&+$
in your current role. If you don’t know
where you’re heading in the future,
your employer isn’t going to provide
the answer. Start by determining the
direction you want to take – has it
changed since you started in your
current role? If so, do you need to revise
your plans?

Question 2: Do you have the tools to
get there?
Take stock of your current skill set. Do
you honestly have the training and
knowledge to get where you want to go?
Chances are, even if you’re gathering
experience before you make the next
step, there are still skills you can brush
up on in order to add value to your CV.
ƞ"/6,2/,4+00"00*"+1Ǿ ,+1 1
friends, colleagues, recruiters, and
former clients and ask for an evaluation.
Do their assessments of your skills
match up with your own? You can gain
a world of valuable insight into your
strengths and weaknesses just by asking,
and then use the information to identify
skill gaps or places where you have the
opportunity for improvement.

Question 3: What is your plan for
increasing your personal value?
Once you have truly taken stock of your
own direction and skills, it’s time to think
about expanding on them. University
degree programs from entry to master’s
level education exist, providing the
foundation for furthering your career. The
British Institute of Facilities Management
ț Ȝ)0,,ƛ"/01/&+&+$1"3"/6)"3")Ǿ
-)20-/,#"00&,+).2)&Ɯ 1&,+0+!-""/
evaluation. Showing your willingness to
be professionally active and evaluated
demonstrates your drive to your
employer and helps earmark your value
as an asset. In many cases, companies
pay for or reimburse employees for
courses and degrees, so checking if
this is an option can reduce the cost
to you. Also, take the time to develop
your professional portfolio: your CV,
your references, and writing samples
including proposals, correspondence
and problem analyses. Keeping this
documentation up-to-date ensures
you’re able to seize the moment when it
comes to advancement – staying ready
for the next big opportunity.

Head Of Property
Leading UK Charity
Up to £40,000 + package
Moorgate
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The Role:

About you:

How to apply:

The Head of Property is responsible
for the development and implementation of the Property Strategy. This
includes all property matters across
a portfolio of 60 sites nationwide
and involves the opening and closing
of centres and project management.
The Head of Property will develop
new and effective ways of working
and space utilisation and manage
the property maintenance plan.

You will be a motivational leader
with considerable specialist property
skills and have experience within
a property environment. Your
experience will include a track
record of taking complex projects
from idea to implementation, on
budget and on time and you will
be commercially astute with
considerable operational and
ﬁnancial skills. The successful
candidate should be able to
demonstrate that they can deliver
results through both direct and nondirect reporting teams. They should
also be able to demonstrate an
enthusiasm and passion for the role.

Closing date: Tuesday 26th August 2014
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To apply, or if you have any further
questions about the role, please contact
Coleen Cloherty on 020 3176 4790 or
email coleen.cloherty@buildrec.com.
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Facilities management is known to be a career that
Name: Louise Burns
Current role: Facilities Manager
Lives: Thundersley, Essex
Education: The Open University/
Basildon Technical College
4XDOLƞFDWLRQVBTEC ONC Electronics
Eng, Dip Business Management (OU),
IOSH MS

? %1406,2/Ɯ/01"3"/',Ȅ
Test engineer for Plessey Marine,
on sonar systems, sonar buoys
and torpedoes.
? %"+!&!6,2Ɯ/01%"/1%"1"/*
‘facilities management’? And what
did you think it meant then?

people fall into from other sectors. In this regular
column, FMJ chats to a facilities professional about
how they got into the sector and takes a look at their
career path. This month we talk to Louise Burns,
facilities manager at Amnesty International UK

I was made redundant by MTS in mid

"*+$"!!&ƛ"/"+1)61,,/!&+/6

2003 and Sodexo hired me to work

employees and how valuable they can

on the same site, within six weeks.

"&+1%"Ȉ+,1Ȓ#,/Ȓ-/,Ɯ1ȉ0" 1,/ǽ

health and safety, are key to being a

That role ended in 2011, when I was

? What’s changed most since you

good manager. Apprenticeships are

TUPE’d to Ford’s new FM contract

started in FM?

also a good entry point.

FM becoming a more professional role/

? How would you describe

career and people recognising that it’s

what you do to a stranger at a

a proper business position, rather than

dinner party?

service provider, who then made
me redundant. In the period I was
job seeking, I worked for the British

It was not until I worked for Sodexo in

Heart Foundation as a volunteer, in a

the mid 2000’s that I heard the phrase.

technical engineering manager role at

I knew what it meant, it was what I had

Balfour Beatty Workplace on a short

been doing for the previous six years,

contract, before I was hired by Amnesty

aka contract management.

International in March 2012.

? What made you choose FM as

? ,6,2%3"+6.2)&Ɯ 1&,+0

a career?

or training in FM? And how have you

I didn’t originally choose FM as a career,

"+"Ɯ1"!#/,*1%"*Ȅ

it seemed to choose me. I fell into the

To be honest no... My main experience

role by coincidence, while working as

something that’s been invented.
? If you could do one thing
!&ƛ"/"+1)6&+6,2/ /""/&+ Ǿ
what would it be?
Not sure... probably nothing. My early
career in electronics, hydraulics,

a mentor and learn as much as they
+ǽ2)&Ɯ 1&,+0&+ Ǿ1" %+,),$6Ǿ

I make buildings work and provide
0#""+3&/,+*"+1#,/,2/01ƛ1,
work in.
? What qualities should a good
FM possess?

mechanical engineering has given me

An ability to remain calm and innovate

a good broad grounding in technology,

are essential. Also you have to be

which is very useful when contractors

able to develop solutions with little

and expertise is in mechanical,

are trying to explain, what’s gone wrong

information.

a project engineer for MTS Systems

hydraulic, electrical and electronic

with plant/ breakdowns and being able

Corp, commissioning Hydraulic

engineering. I managed to get MBIFM

? What are your long-term goals

to know what’s true and what’s not.

Road Simulators and other MTS Corp

via the experience route and a past

for the next seven to 10 years?

applications/ products.

manager at Sodexo. I am presently

? What would make the biggest

Not much to be honest, just to

? %1406,2/Ɯ/01',&+1%"

studying for NEBOSH GC.

how can that be achieved?

FM sector?

? What was your worst

I’ve worked on both sides of the fence

6Ɯ/01-/,-"/ /,)"40Ǿ"+$&+""/&+$

ever interview?

as service provider and client, it seems

support manager in 2003 for Sodexo

One where I was asked how I managed

1,*"1%"/"&0&$!&ƛ"/"+ ",/*6"

at a Ford Motor Company site in Essex,

men, it was for a facilities manager role,

a plain misunderstanding of what

1,4,/(Ɲ"5&)661&*",/), 1&,+

supporting prototype car development

at a print works in Croydon, I was not

clients really want from their service

or job security?

and research.

,ƛ"/"!1%"',ǽ

-/,3&!"/0Ǿ1%"/"&0/")$-!&ƛ"/"+ "

Challenging/ interesting work as a

? How did you progress through

? Have you held any voluntary

in the professionalism/ quality/ value/

facilities manager matters more and

the profession to your current role?

roles within the FM sector, and how

ROI/ relationship, that’s delivered and

motivates me every day, because

I worked for MTS Systems Corp from

have they helped your career?

that which clients expect.

you never know what problems you

I did some voluntary work for the

? What advice would you give

will have to solve next. Saving costs

manage some tier two suppliers who

British Heart Foundation when I was

to young people coming into the

and getting value for money for my

they did not want to deal with any

unemployed, which helped me to

profession now?

employer and our wider cause is the

more.

understand that volunteers need to

Take time to gain experience, work with

challenge, motivation and interest. 

1985 and in 1992, Ford asked me to

!&ƛ"/"+ "1,1%" 0" 1,/Ȅ+!

stay working for Amnesty, I’m very
happy here.
? What matters more: challenging/
interesting work, the opportunity

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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THE UK’S LARGEST INDEPENDENT COATINGS SUPPLIER TO FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

Solutions...

• to extend the maintenance life cycle
• fulfilling Health & Safety requirements
• that are environmentally conscious

FREE DELIVERY
30 TRADE REPRESENTATIVES INCLUDING
ICORR QUALIFIED PAINT INSPECTORS

A FAMILY BUSINESS WITH OVER 140 BRANCHES
For more information contact Nick Church on 07970 228905 or
email: nick.church@brewers.co.uk

